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9% 1968 LAW SCHOOL FUND 
EIGHTH ANNUAL REPORT 
LAW QUAMANOLE NOTES UNlVERTm OF MlCHlOAN OFFICIAL PUBUGAt16N 
- 7  , 
Dean Francis A. Allen 
University of Michigan Law School 
Hutchins Hall 
Ann Arbor Michigan 48104 
Dear Dean Allen: 
T h e  generous support of aluillni and friends of the University of Michigan Law 
School has again enabled the Law School Fund to attain new heights-3,760 gifts totalling 
$233,339.31. This  represents 302 additional donors over 1967, and an increase of slightly 
more than ten per cent over the amount of money raised last year in a comparable twelve- 
month period, and 3.5 per cent over the total for the extended thirteen months for the 
1967 campaign. 
During the eight years of existence of the Law School Fund we have raised in excess 
of $l,lS8,000. This  substantial sum has enabled the Law School to accomplish some of the 
"extras of excellence" with respect to the operations of the Law School which would not 
have been otherwise possible. 
I cannot single out any one person or any one State or Region which has contributed 
to this success more than the others-in the truest sense it has been a team effort. As in  
past years, the credit and thanks for this success goes to the entire team, 386 Regional and 
Local Chairmen, solicitors and class agents, who helped organize the campaign and raise 
the money. 
I n  these days of continuing and increasing pressures upon educational institutions, 
the National Committee recognizes the demand for new and imaginative ways to meet the 
needs of our Law School and of its student body. We look to you, our Dean, and to the 
members of the faculty to provide the leadership which will be required in the coming year 
in administering in a meaningful way the funds which we have raised in order to meet 
the challenges with which the Law School is faced. 
Having served as National Chairman in 1967 and 1968, i t  is now my pleasant task 
to turn over the job to John S. Tennant,  who brings to this position a quality of 
distinguished leadership which will enable the Law School Fund to achieve even greater 
heights. I know that those alumni who have been members of the 1967 and 1968 teams 
will give to Jack Tennant  the same dedicated and effective help which they have given 
to me in the past two years. 
It has been my personal privilege and pleasure to have served the University of 
Michigan Law School Fund as its National Chairman. 
Cordially yours, 
Benjamin M. Quigg, Jr. 7 
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Dear Ben : Benjamin M. Quigg, Jr. Francis A. Allen 
T h e  splendid record macle by the Law School Fund 
in the year just endecl is a source of great satisfaction 
to me and to all who are aware of the important role 
that the University of Michigan Law School is called 
upon to play in these critical times. My thanks go, first. 
to you for two years of de\roted ancl exemplary leatler- 
ship of the Fund. T h e  impetus obtained in the years 
preceding your tenure as National Chairman was 
maintained and accelerated; and you leave our pro- 
gram of annual giving stronger and more secure than 
ever before. 
I am also ,grateful to the other members of the 
National Committee, those who directed campai#gns 
throughout the country, class agents, those who solic- 
i ted contributions, and to all others who con t r i h  tetl 
in a multitude of ways to the success of our effort. X 
more effective and clevoted group wo~rlcl be hard to 
find. Finally, I wish to express my appreciation ant1 
that of the entire faculty and staff of the School to all 
who made financial contributions, ant1 ~vllose generour 
support resulted in another recorcl year. 
A great deal has been said in recent years about the 
importance of private support of educational institu- 
tions. TiVe have entered an era in which a11  college^ and 
universities, whether denominated "~-Jul-Jlic" or "pri- 
vate," are facing acute fiscal problems. These (lifficul- 
ties stem from a variety of sources. Higher eclucation, 
including legal education, is more expensive, in part 
because it undertakes a much more complex program 
than formerly. In  so doing, it simply reflects the in- 
creasing complexity of the larger wol-ld of which i t  is a 
part and to which it must make response. But there are 
other causes. T h e  same infla t ionarv factors which fig- 
ure so largely in the operations of businesses, Iarr firms. 
and governnlental agencies, afflict the law schools and 
require increasing resources simply to avoid losing 
ground-and this at a time when advancing and im- 
proving the quality of training is of the greatest im- 
portance. One highly relevant exalnple is pro~idet l  by 
the necessity of increasing l-Jltdgets for the financial 
assistance of needy and worthy students, in the face of 
sharp upward mo\.ernents of tuition charges in hot11 
private and state uni~fersities tllroughou t the country. 
T h e  Law Scl~ool Fund has macle ancl continues to 
make indispensable contributions to the maintenance 
of the quality of Michigan's academic program. It per- 
mits us to accomplish many of those things upon 
which our distinction depends, and it provicles us ~zrith 
a measure of security from the vagaries of public finan- 
cial support of the University. T h e  very success of the 
Law School Funtl since its founding in 1961 clemon- 
strates that the importance of private support of the 
School is clearly unclerstood by the alumni ancl friends 
of the School. 'This importance gro~vs greater year by 
year. 
TiVe at tlie School are ,grateful for the support of the 
Law School Funcl, not only because of the financial re- 
qources it makes a~lailable to us. TiVe \view it as a re- 
sounding vote of confidence in the institution ant1 a 
tangible tlemonstration that the School has made im- 
portant contributions to the lives and professional 
careers of thousands oE alumni. T h e  nclministration 
and faculty are pleclgecl to earn that continuing con- 
fidence, as we perform the cornplicatecl tasks of educa- 
ting a generation of stutlents, many of ~vhom will be 
performing prolessi onal services well in to the Tnlent!,- 
First Century. This  is a strenuous ant1 challenging en- 
terprise, and we regard the assistance of all rvllo partic- 
ipate in the Law School Funcl as \vital to its success. 
.\gain, our warmest thanks to you 2nd to all who 
contributed in any way to the 1968 campaign of the 
Law School Fund. 
Sincerely, 
Francis .\. Allen 
Dean 
The cover picture, featuring the Law Quadrangle, was photographed by photographer Dale Fisher 
in October, 1968. If you would like a 16" x 20" full-color print suitable for framing for your office 
or den, we can obtain it for you. The price will be $35.00. The picture will be on heavy paper, 
and then plastic coated. All handling costs are included. Make your check payable to the University 
of Michigan, and send it to the Law School Fund office. We will do the rest. 
READING.. . . . Between the Sheets 
Since most of you will 
have neither the time nor 
the inclination to make a 
detailed analysis of the lists 
and statistics that are care- 
fully noted on tlie fol lo~i-  
ing pages, we shall try to 
point out some of the note- 
 lort thy conclusions. TATe 
have also made a few com- 
parisons that are not avail- 
able without access to facts 
ant1 figures from previous 
years. 
1968 Campaign a Success 
No matter how you test it, 1968 was a record year- 
more dollars aild more contributol-s! Tlie total tlollars 
were S233,339.31 from 3537 tlonors. Since tlie previous 
campaign covered thirteen months (hecause of our 
change in accounting periods), cornpal-isons are a little 
hart1 to make. Tlie plain happy fact is that illore of 
YOU contributed more money in the twelve months ol 
the 1968 campaign than (luring the entire thirteen 
months' campaign ol  1967. T h e  easiest way to see the 
growth on a comparative basis is to look at the graph 
in this report. I t  s1101,vs an increase in 1968 (twelve 
montlis) of 3.5 per cent against even the thirteen- 
month total for 1967. Perhaps a lxtter coin1)arison to 
s1lo.r~ the real zest of the 1968 campaign w o ~ ~ l d  be with 
the twelve-month figures shown in the grapll as a part 
of the presentation for 1967. On this basis 1968 jumpetl 
10.7 per cent. l;\Tou~! ! ! T'Vhichever l ig~~i-e  yoti use, we 
ai-e appreciative of your generosity, ant1 you m;iy be 
proud of your accomplishment. 
There  were slightly less "gifts" (not the same as the 
number ol tlonors) in 1968 (twelve inonifis) than the 
thirteen-month total in 1967, 11111 again, i f  you look at 
the trvelve-month figures in 1967 thel-e was ;I s~ihstan- 
tial increase of 8.8 per cent-. 
The Alumni who Donate to the Fund 
l\Te think the surest way to meas~ii-e the success ol an 
annual giving progl-am 101- alumni, such as the Law 
School Fund, is to see how many, antl what perceniage 
of the alumni are actually taking p a r t  Gro~vth in this 
respect has obviour relevance LO the health of the 
Fund, but it is also indicative ol  the enthusiasm of the 
alumni lor the School in other iml~ortant  ways. Hap- 
pily, in the last three campaigns (we won't confuse )lo11 
urith ancient history) the number 01 alumni tlonors has 
moved from 2837 (1966) to 3121 (1967) ant1 to a new 
high of 3332 in 1968. This  is fine! Keep it going that 
way! 
It is hardel- to report with confidence on the per- 
centage ol  participation because i t  is almost inlpossible 
to KNOTAT how many alumni we have at  any one time. 
As we have t.olc1 you before, you are part o l  an ex- 
tremely mobile g~-oul)-nea~-ly 25 per cent of you will 
move ~ O L I I -  ofices each year. We sometimes feel that we 
are the last lo  know when you change your address. 
Uilless we get the word, you may be "lost" for a period 
of time. And, ot course, to whatever figures we use as a 
base, we know there will be deletions and additions 
during the course of tlie year because of deaths and 
new graduates. 
In spite of the steadily growing number of donors, 
the increase in the percentage is not as spectacular as 
it might appear, because the hai-tl-working ofice siaff 
has by diligent and imaginative detective work increas- 
ed our total of "good" addresses from 8700 in 1966 to 
9568 in 1968. Even with this expanding base, the 
figures have inched for~vai-cl-32.6%, 31.7% and finally 
34.8y0 in 1968. 
What  is the ULTIhlIATE goal of the National Corn- 
mittee? It  is to have EACH alumnus make SOME con- 
tribution to the Fund. Yes, sir, 1000/b! This may be a 
l i ~ t l e  more than we can realistically expect (we are 
not sure why that should be so), but other schools with 
similar programs have reacliecl 507, and GOY0',. T h e  
Michigan Law School alumni can and should do as 
well. 
Where the Action Is 
A very substantial portion of the action is in the 
classes from 1958 through 1967. T h e  record of these 
recent classes is quite remarkable. We told you earlier 
that 211 more alumni donated to the Fund in 1968 
than 1967. Of this increase, nearly 32% (172) were in 
this group. T h e  class summary shows that in seven of 
these ten classes, more than 40Yb of the class were 
"participating partners" in 1968, compared to the gen- 
eral average of 34.8%. This  group is not static, nor is 
the growth concentrated in just a lew spots. Actually, 
there was an increased number of donors in nine of tlie 
ten classes. 'The composite percentage of participation 
for these classes a year ago (in 1967) was 34.4%, a 
fraction below the general average. In 1968 this com- 
posite percentage figure jumped to 39.8y0-five lull 
percentage points above the general figure! T h e  in- 
crease in dollars is equally exciting. Eight of these ten 
classes contributetl more tlollars in 1968 than in 1967. 
ant1 tlie net increase for the gimup was better than 
$9,600. 
We're happy antl proutl to recognize these accomp- 
lishments, and we congraiulate the members of these 
classes, ancl their class agents, whose names are shown 
in the Class Summary. If these young alumni can do it, 
what about the rest ol us? 
In our enthusiasm lor the loregoing, we do not wani 
to overlook some other no~eworthy facts and figures 
Tllc Class 01 1948 nlel the challenge, and not only 
held ~ t s  own lbith respect to the total number oC con- 
tributors, but moved from third to second in that 
category, trailing only 1963, ~ v h ~ c l l  heltl the top spot 
lo]- the seconcl year in a row. T h e  class oC 1926, with 
Professor Emeritus S. C. "Oppie" Oppenheim making 
his maiden effort as Class Agent, moved to the number 
one position in two respecti-total contributions from 
a single class, and the highest average contribution. 
Pretty good for a beginner. It's not surprising that the 
Co~ati~ziiecl o n  Page 25 
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NATIONAL 
VICE-CHAIRMAN 
John 5. Tennant 
CLASS 
VICE-CHAIRMAN 
Malcolm L. Denise 





Chairman Frank 0. S tone, Will iam H. Lowery, Chairman 
REGION I 
AREA 
No. of No. of  TOTAL 
CHAIRMAN ALUMNI GIFTS DOLLARS 
-- 
REGION II No. of  No. of  TOTAL 
AREA CHAIRMAN ALUMNI GIFTS DOLLARS 




Ronald J. St. Onge 
Thomos P. Segerson 
Elliot Miller 
John J. Esposito 
District of Columbia Stefan F. Tucker 320 107 4,012.50 
Lawrence G. Meyer and 
Herbert H. Brown 34 9 130.00 Maine John B. Barney 
Gerald S. Helfenbein 
Stuort R. Stone 









Donald W. Shoffer 
Corroll F. Purdy, Jr. 23 9 325.00 
Samuel Kominsky 2 1 8 260.00 
Will iom C. Cosseboum 36 9 400.00 
Stephen E. Jones 56 18 487.50 
Will iom Y. Webb 90 47 939.00 
Marten R. Jenkins ond 




N. Michael Plaut 
Joseph S. Ronsmeier 















David C. Berg 
TI-omas P. Browne 
i i .  Albert Manworing 
Arthur M. Sherwood 
Donald A. Wiltse 
Victor J. Gibbons 
Bernord Hulkower 
Mervyn S. Gerson 
Hugh M. Jones, Jr. 
Frances Eve Bilmes 
Iro J. Lefton 
Ira W. Levy 
Thomas W. Biddle 




Will iam J. Madden, Jr. 66 21 375.00 
Corl F. Bowmer 
Thomas H. Jolls 
West Virginia Paul W. McCreight 21 2 15.00 
Rhode-Island John H. Blish 
Vermont Robert H. Brown 
REGION 
111 
Henry H. Honcock, Chairman Mentor Kraus, Chairman 
REGION Ill No. of No. of TOTAL 
AREA CHAIRMAN ALUMNI GIFTS DOLLARS 
REGION V 
AREA 
No. of  No. of TOTAL 
CHAIRMAN ALUMNI GIFTS DOLLARS 
Indiana Mentor Kraus 148 48 3,145.00 
Anderson-Muncie Fronk Bracken 12 4 1,085.00 
Evansville Frederick P. Barnberger 7 2 160.00 
lndianopolis Henry C. Ryder 101 32 2,040.00 
Mishawaka-South Bend Thomas P. Loughlin and 28 4 345.00 
Alabama John H. Morrow 13 7 125.00 
Marion B. Burton 7 3 55.00 
Lyle D. Holcornb 153 48 1,215.00 







Shephard J. Crumpacker 
Myrl 0. Wilkinson 4 3 60.00 





and Jornes A. ~ o l c o m b  
324 100 7,200.00 
Henry Honcock 15 3 155.00 
Alfred A. Levingston 5 2 75.00 
Charles B. Park, 1 1 1  22 4 50.00 
Phill ip Wittenberg 6 5 75.00 
Henry H. Hancock 11 1 5.00 
Edward L. McCampbell 9 6 1 10.00 
Chorles A. Jens 6 3 60.00 







Alan R. Kidston, Chairman 
No. of  
CHAIRMAN ALUMNI 
Alan R. Kidston 37 
Robert C. Keck and 563 
David R. Macdonald 
Kennard J. Besse 19 
Robert C. Strodel 30 
Lloyd C. Tyler, Jr. 8 
John R. Chopin 20 
F. James Lumber 10 
Roger W. Findley 10 
Robert D. Winters 11 
Ralph S. Zahm 12 
Theodore G. House 6 
Will iam K. Richardson 6 
Frederick H. Louder 8 
Robert L. Gibson 6 
Will iam C. Stephens 6 
Alonzo W. Cloy, Jr. 8 
Theodore C. Rammelkamp 4 




6-A. Cook County 
6-8. Moline-Sterling Area 
6-C. Peoria 
6-D. Aurora area 
6-E. Springfield 
6-F. Waukegon area 
6-G. Chompoign-Urbano 
6-H. Decotur orea 




6-M. Donville-Mattoon orea 
6-N. Centrolia area 
6-0. Joliet-Pontioc 
6-P. Jacksonville, Mt. 
Sterling, Petersburg, 
Taylorville 
6-Q. Murphysboro, Benton, 
Chester, DuQuoin 
6-R. Alton-E. St. Louis area 
6-S. Galena-Freeport 
6-T. Elgin 
Richard Baker, Chairman 
REGION IV  
AREA 
No. of  No. of  TOTAL 




Allen, Hordin, Van Wert 
Ashlond County 
Ashtobula, Loke Counties 
Auglo~ze, Mercer, Shelby 
Belmont County 
Butler, Worren Counties 
Conton 
C~nc~nnat i  
Richard Baker 50 
Timothy F. Scanlon 49 
Molcolrn D. Bosinger 14 
0. Joseph Murray 3 
David S. Jocobson 6 
Edword S. Noble 5 
Michael R. Thomas 4 
Jackson C. Hedges 9 
John D. Jollifte 24 
Lewis L. Clum and 66 
David Dodge 
Robert Vaughn 21 
Garth Griffith 214 
Frederick J. Buckley 3 
Jackman Vodrey 5 
Thomas E. Palmer and 84 
Jomes Pohlman 
Harold E. Hunt 5 
F. Loyal Bemiller 7 
Howard N. Thiele, Jr. 38 
Jomes Donovan 11 
Richord Kruse 12 
Calvin A. Brown 6 
Hon. Arthur L. Hooper 4 
Thornos E. Norpell 6 
Charles M. Hymon 16 
Albert J. Ortenzio 29 
Robert S. Miller 3 
Douglas 0. Meyer 5 
Robert S. McGeough 12 
Poul Gillrnor 5 
Robert G. Clayton 154 
Joseph B. Grigsby 3 
John C. Johnston 3 





Charles B. Godfrey 5 1 
Louis A. Nack 3 2 
John Brittain and 7 7 
Hon. John S. Page 
John P. Bure 6 3 
Edward B. Love 5 
6-U. Loke Forest area 
6-V. Aledo, Cambridge, 
Corthage, Golva, 
Oquawka 





Defiance, Henry, Wood 
Er~e, Huron, Sandusky 
Hancock, Putnam 
Jefferson 
Licking, Perry, Washington 
Lorain County 
Mahoning County 












Robert Krueger, Chairman Robert I. Donnellan, Chairman 
No. o f  No. of  TOTAL 
CHAIRMAN ALUMNI GIFTS DOLLARS 
REGION VI1 No. of No. of  TOTAL 








James L. Rogers 47 
John R. Carpenter 9 
John A. Hellstrom 4 
A. J. Greffenius 25 
Daniel P. Ernst 4 
California 
Northern California N. Richard Smith 24 3 65.00 
Contro Costa-Alomeda Donald Black 42 10 175.00 
Socramento Angus MacDonell 15 4 25.00 
Son Francisco Charles 0. Renfrew 146 62 1,995.57 
Son Francisco Peninsula Richard W- Her2 33 8 14250 






John H. Widdowson 
Will iam L. Mitchell 38 
Will iam Y. Chalfant 5 
Donald Patterson 7 
Phil Kassebaum 2 1 
Southern California 
Beverly Htlls Area 
Long Beach Area 
Los Angeles area 
Orange County 
Posodena Area 
Son Diego Area 
Santo Borboro County 
Jerome F. Prewoznik 22 5 105.00 
James C. Lockwood 63 28 1,161.00 
Clark Heggeness and 32 9 333.00 
Frederick E. MacArthur 
James N. Adler and 133 56 19,770.51 
Will iam J. Boaoord 






Robert M. Duboc 34 
E. P. Dwyer, Jr. 3 
David R. Smalley 117 
David H. Morton 5 
Thomas L. Croft 64 
~ o h n  R . - P O ~ G & ~  and 46 13 305.00 
Nick E. Yocca 
John F. Powell and 36 9 235.00 
Kenneth A. Mi l lard 




Howard H. Moldenhouer 16 
Wallace A. Richardson 10 
Larry W. Myers 27 
Peter Louis ~ p p i n ~ a  
John J. Bugay and 30 33 230.00 
John A. Hay 
North Dakota Duane H. llvedson 10 
South Dakota 
Wisconsin 
Curtis D. Ireland 9 4 60.00 
Kenneth K. Luce 104 39 818.50 
660 238 8,193.50 
REGION 
John R. Mann, Chairman 
REGION X No. of  No. of  TOTAL 
AREA CHAIRMAN ALUMNI GIFTS DOLLARS 





Detroit (inc. Grosse Pointe) 
665.00 
Flat Rock 
11 15 464 39,847.21 
Gorden City 
Grosse Ile 





2 1 50.00 
Northville 









9 7 355.00 
12 1 50.00 
1225 501 41,102.21 
James B. Bradley, Chairman 
REGION V l l l  No. of No. of TOTAL 
AREA CHAIRMAN ALUMNI GIFTS DOLLARS 





Charles R. Frederickson 23 5 85.00 
Douglas M. Coin 9 6 176.00 
Robert Dunlap 8 1 30.00 
D-vid Ebel 87 37 3,266.00 
Idaho Fred F. Kondo 12 2 75.00 
Montana Robert M. Muir 39 9 250.00 
Nevada John J. McCune 7 3 45.00 
Oregon Ben Lombard, Jr. 57 10 320.00 




Theodore A. LeGros 41 5 305.00 
Thomas J. McKey 75 12 209.00 
Harvey W. Clarke 7 1 25.00 
Wyoming Will iam A. Riner 16 1 50.00 
William A. Groening Chairman 
REGIOF 
AREA 
Southeastern Michigan, ex- 
cluding Wayne County 






Mt. Clemens, Romeo, 
Utico 
Warren, E. Detroit, Froser, 
St. Cloir Shores 
Midland County 
Oakland County 




Pontioc, Orchard Loke, 
Droyton Plains, 
Clorkston 
Troy, Rochester, Lk. 
Orion, Blmfld Hills, 
Oxford 
Royol Oak, Birmingham 
Southfi eld 
Saginow County 
St. Cloir County 
Soniloc, Tuscolo Counties 
Shiowossee County 
Woshtenow County 
Ann Arbor area 
Y~s i lon t i  
REGION 
XI 
No. of No. of TOTAL 
CHAIRMAN ALUMNI GIFTS DOLLARS 
William A. Groening, Jr. 33 7 143.00 
Richard G. Smith 46 20 690.00 
Edword J. Neithercut 122 42 14,151.00 
Philip Woodworth 7 
Michael L. Carter 10 4 55.00 
Arthur Heikkinen 12 2 35.00 
David M. Serotkin 24 14 525.00 
Walter Potoroko 19 10 265.00 
Richard 0. Bollentine 29 23 765.00 
Bristol E. Hunter 12 8 1 15.00 
Nathan S. Petermon 18 7 200.00 
Hon. James S. Thorburn 57 20 530.00 
Thomas G. Sawyer 26 10 297.01 
James H. Booker 100 55 4,777.00 
Albert M. Colmon 27 12 275.00 
Robert R. Day 85 53 1,915.00 
Robert J. Henderson 26 9 170.00 
Will iam W. Kent, Jr. 8 1 100.00 
Clark Shonohan 11 4 250.00 
Philip A. Fichero 206 107 4,566.66 
Hon. Edward D. Deoke 30 13 225.00 
908 421 30,049.67 
David 0 .  Haughe 
REGION XI1 
AREA 
Western and Northern 
Michigan 
A.  Muskegoncounty 
B. Kent County 
C. lngham 
D. Colhoun County 
E. Jackson County 
F. Berrien County 
G. Kalomazoo County 
H. Von Buren, Coss, St. 
Joseph, Branch, 
Hillsdole Counties 
1 .  Ottowo, Allegon Counties 
J. Ionla, Clinton, Borry, 
Eoton Counties 





No. of No. of TOTAL 
CHAIRMAN ALUMNI GIFTS* DOLLARS 
James R. Storiho 55 27 595.00 
Kent J. Vano 281 117 4,805.00 
T. Michael Doyle 206 55 1,815.00 
Roger N. Turner 56 10 576.00 
Will lam E. Wisner 75 23 630.00 
Alfred F. Butzbough 62 43 2,020.00 
Robert R. Lennon 104 28 928.00 
Arthur C. Lyon 49 26 910.00 
Thomas R. Reinsmo 28 6 275.00 
John F. Huntley, Jr. 32 2 60.00 
Harry Reber, Jr. 23 9 305.00 
REGION X No. of No. of TOTAL 
AREA, Con CHAIRMAN ALUMNI GIFTS DOLLARS 
N. Missoukee, Roscommon, 
Osceolo, Clare, Glodwin David 0. Houghey 8 1 25.00 
0. Antrim, Otsego, Mont- 
morency, Kolkosko, 
Crowford David 0. Houghey 8 1 5.00 
P. Alpeno, Oscodo, Alcono, 
Ogemow, losco Counties David 0. Haughey 13 4 70.00 
Q. Mockinow, Emmet, Char- 
levoix, Presque Isle, Che- 
boygon Nathaniel W. Stroup 23 3 70.00 
R. Alger, Morquette, School- 
croft, Luce. Chippewa, Me- 
nominee, Delta Counties John E. McDonald 44 16 562.00 
S. Keewenow, Houghton, 
Ontonogon, Gogebic, Bar- 
ago, Iron, Dickinson 
Counties Carl 0. Boy 13 3 65.00 
1161 390 14,036.00 
REGION 
XI l l 
Chairman 
No. of No. of TOTAL 









Robert W. Porter, Chairman 
REGION XIV 
AREA 
No. of No. of TOTAL 








Theodore A. Julion 18 3 128.58 
Michael Rubin 49 21 1,580.00 
Richord M. Bilby 17 5 2,810.00 
Eric D. Lonphere 30 4 55.00 
Richard A. Wills, Jr. and 53 19 580.00 
A. F. Ringold 
E. V. Greenwood 64 27 1,700.58 
Michael S. Knuths 36 11 425.00 
267 90 7,279.16 
L. ~ecos io ,  Isabella, Mont- 
colm, Grotlot Counties Will iam A. Horper 38 6 135.00 
M. Leelanau, Benzie, Grand 
Traverse, Manistee, 
Wexford Counties Joseph J. Zimmermon 43 10 185.00 





John Hk Morrow 
Vwlcan Material@ Co. 
Olldrden 
ulius S. Rubel" i! nbeniw 
T h m m  L. Jones 
AUSKA 
Anchorom. 
Victor D. Carlson 
Roger G, Connor 
H. Rumel Holland 
Sheila G. Joneg 
Donald D. Mitchell 
James Munro Powell 




James B. Bradley 
Robert Ladd Eastaugh 
John M, Elliott 
Avrum N. Gross 
Kkiiak 
John D. Mason 
ARIZONA 
Phaanix 
Robert L. Bluemle 
Edward H. Boyle 
Richard Cooledge 
Don A. Davis 
Robert C. Hackett 
Keith A. Haien 
Laurens L, Henderson 
Robert G. Tamieson 
julian 
ohn W. Kelly 
uel Langerrnan 
David M. Lurie 
Ralph E. Mahowald, Jr, 
William H. Messinger 
Donald D. Megers 
Richard Alan Miller 
Michael L. Rubin 
John Henr Seidel 
M i v ~  E. ltreich 
Geral Ja Strid 
Wiliiam k Sttong 
Gerald D. Tbpper 
Scotlrdole 
Thomas E. Fiske 
kl ls 
Roger Conant Wolf 
Tucson 
Richard M. Bilby 
Mrs. Forest E. UcXee 
Robert A. May 
L. Gardiner Pilling 
Y uma 
Michael J. McHaIe 
ARKANSAS 
little Rock 
Marion B. Burton 
No* Little Rock 
Herbert E. Hoxie ' 
Plne Bleff 
Henry W. 'Smith 
CALIFORNIA 
Alfadana 
Mr. and Mrs. Paul R. 
Winans 
Bwlrelmy 
Aaron David Grossman 
Bevwly Hills 
Richard S. Brawerman 
Stanley Davis Brown 
Harvey R. Friedman 
Jack Elie Gindi 
Roland E. Ginsburg 
Frank M. Gunter 
James Carl Lockwood 
Neil S. McCarthy 
L H. Marcus 
CKrle6 F. Niemeth 
Wesley L. Nutten 
Richarb A. Perkins 
Oscar C. Sattinger 
I BruceM.Stiglitz 
Stanley R. Zax 
Carnml 
Mrs. Geoqe A. Marston 
Cahwdral C m  
onas Robert Cohlcr 4 OrtaMeSa 
Harrison J. Hall 
George H. Tobias 
Encina 
Mra. Flo d A. Allen 
Fauntoin z a l h  
Michael Robert Capizzi 
Fulterton 
Edward D. Goldstein 
Kent E. McKee 
Garden Grove 
William B. Whitlow 
Glendale 
Wendell B. Will 
Ooleta 
Henry James Koehler 
Hennow Bwch 
Alfred C. Bowman 
Ing lowad 
Maxwell L. Rubin 
lnverness 
Rolly R. Winslow 
l a  Cunada 
Mr. & Mrs. Merrill R. 
Francis 
Lafayeth 
William K. Muir, Jr. 
Walker Peddicord 
Laguna Bwch 
Everett C. Parker 
Larkspur 
James Alan Jensen 
TOPS IN PERCENTAGE Of PARTICIPATION. 
(Cities, Areas, or Subregions d fewer than 20 Alumd) 
AREA CHAIRMAN PARTICIPATION 
Columbiana County, Ohio, 
Keene, New  amps shim 
Ontario County, New York 
~uffolk County, New York 
Wayne County, 'New York 
Ashland County, Ohio 
Auglaize, Mercer, and Shelby 
Counties, Ohio 
Hancock, Putnam Counties, Ohio 
Jsfferson County, Ohk ,, 
Miami County, Ohio 
Jacksonville, Mt. Sterling, 





Decatur a m ,  Illinois 
South Carolina 
Concord, New Hampshire 





Homer S. Bradley, Jr. 
Hugh M. Jones, Jr. 
Ira W. Levy 
Thomas W. Biddle 
0. Jaseph Murray 
Edward S. Noble 
Calvin A. Brown 
Hon. Arthur L. Hooper 
Robert S. Miller 
Thebdore C. Rammelkamp 
John Brituclin, and 
Hon. John S. Page 
E. P. Dwyer, Jr. 
Vic Carlson 
John E. McDonald 
Robert D. WDnters 
Phillip Wittenberg 
Joreph S. Ranemeier 
Myrl 0. Wilk!nson 
FrederSek H. Lauder 
John A. Hell~rom 
























Edward T. Bennett 
Clark Hqgeness 
Craig Hosmer 
Mr. & Mrs. Frederick A. 
Ke pka 
Lor Angales 
James N. Adler 
Randolph H. Aires 
Robert M. Barton 
Herbert A. Bernhard 
William J. Bogaard 
Arthur V. Brown 
George Brusky 
C. Frederick Cassity 
Raymond L. Curran 
William C. Dixon 
Donald H. Ford 
Lon Foster I11 
Edward N. Glad 
William E. Guthner, Jr. 
William Dawson Hen  
Charles E. Homing, Jr, 
Harvey A. Howard 
Keiichiro Imai 
David C. Johnson 
Ernest E. Johnson 
Alvin S. Kaufer 
W. Richard Keller 
C. Douglas Kranwinkle 
Robert B. Krueger 
Jake J. Lande 
Lawler, Felix & Hall 
Frederick E. Laymon 
Michael R. Levin 
William B. Lynch, Jr. 
John A. McCarthy 
Foundation 
James L. McCormick 
Stephen M. MacArthur 
Francis J. MacLaughlin 
Charles K. Marquis 
Donn B. Miller 
James K. Mitsumori 
W. C. Mullendore 
Richard P. Nahrwold 
William R. Nicholas 
Jesse R. O'Malley 
Harry D. Parker 
Jerome F. Prewoznik 
William B. Rees 
Richard J. Riordan 
George W. Rochester 
Joseph M. Rosen 
Alfred I. Rothman 
Harry S. Scheinman 
Robert F. Schwarz 
Robert Michael 
Simpson 
Chester Aaron Skinner 
Anthony G. Sosich 
C'korge E, S rling, Jr. 
Charles V. Kornton 
Horace C. Tinker 
R. Keith Van Hoff 
Harry P. Warner 
Bernard Weissman 
Robert B. Wessling 
Madera 
Mason A. Bailey 
Montemy Park 
Arthur Y. Honda 
h m g a  
James A. Leavengood 
Newport Beach 
Ralph Stephen Moyer 
Robert A. Smith 
Oakland 
F.%$!Ek 
ohn Rudolph Qber 
Robert P. Tiernan 
C. Stanley Wood 1 Pacific Palisades 
I William N. Gall 
Palrn Springs 
Erank H. Amstrong 
Palo Aho 
David 6. Bull 
Mr. & Mrs. Frank W. 
Hawley 
James A. ~i ldebrabd 
Eugene B. Houseman 
Michael Klynn 
Francis M. Small, Jr. 
Laurence L. Spitten, 
Palos Vmrdea ErCates 
Frederick E. MacArthur 
Oscar C. Nelson 
Wendell A. Smith 
Pawdena 
James B. Boyle 
Suzanne Balaze Gifford 
Charles C. Hamill 
Kenneth A. Millard 
John F. Powell 
Wendell R. Thompson 
Pittsburgh 
Arthur W. Dulemba, Jr. 
Rancho Santa Fe 
Elroy Osborn Jones 
Rivenidm 
Alan D. Pauw 
Rolling Hilb 
George David Thomson 
facramonto 
Paul F. Dauer 
Richard N. Light 
Angus G. MacDonell 




Mr. & Mrs. Brooks 
Crabtree 
Robert 0. Curran 
Stuart L. Dougherty 
Peter Louis Eppinga 
Waldo K. Greiner 
George J. Haines 
David K. Kroll . 
Carl F. Ingwalson 
Wilbur R. Lemley 
William M. 
McKenzie, Jr. 
William H. Macomber 
Richard I. Singer 
San Francisco 
Richard M. Adams 
George B. Alan 
Paul E. Anderson 
Anonymous 
Richard J. Archer 
Bank of America Fdn. 
Philip B. Bass 
Robert S. Beach 
Jon Linwood Brown 
Robert E. Brown 
Jon D. Carlson 
john C. Cook 
Charles A. Dunkel 
Robert M. Flaherty 
William D. Flora 
Jarnes M. French 
Carl R. Gaylord 
Louis Roos Gomberg 
Walter D. Herrick, 111 
William L. Holloway 
Jay Scott Hooker 
John Edwin Howell 
William G. Hyland 
Marvin G. Johnson 
Shirley 2. Johnson 
Willoughby C. Johnson 
Richard M. Kaplan 
Joseph S. Kent 
Harry E. Keough 
lames P. Kleinberg 
hrs.  Alfred B. Koch, Jr. 
I Herbert Moses Lautman 
Wikn 
Jiilian A. Gregory 
PELAWARE 
Wilmingtan 
Henry W, Bryan 
Emmett J. Conte, Jr. 
John Patrick Daley 
Robert L. Halbrook 
Hercules, Ine. 
C~esrge H. Hapkins 
Robert J. Reichert 
'Theodore R. Skinner 
John M. StulE 
DISTYICEF 91; COLUMBIA 
Fred W. Albertson 
Harry Lyle Albrecht 
Richard C. Allen 
Chester James Antieau 
Dennis P. Bedell 
Francis X. Beytagh.Jr. 
Nathaniel F. Breed, jr. 
Milo G. Coerper 
James Hillson Cohen 
Robert Lynn Cohrs 
Ralph Michael Cole 
Robert McKinney 
Cooper 
.James A bert Gorrodi 
Milmn C. Denbo 
Gary Dcnkinger 
Lawrence M. IEeVore 
Jerome J. Dick 
Williamson F. Donald 
Benton S. Duffett, Jr. 
R. Russell Eagan 
Robert H. Elliott, Jr. 
Brian C. Elmer 
Sttlmt Frank Feldstein 
Johri.Mil ton Fischer 
Philip Addrew Fleming 
John Alan Galbraith 
Leland 6. Gardner 
John Leo Gamey 
Ronald Robert Glana 
Roger Michael Golden 
Michael Mitchell Gould 
Harvey J. Gunderson 
Robert F. Guthrie 
Mr. & Mrs. John M. 
Hammer 
Philip A. Wart 
Donald L. Hemh 
Esadore A. Hmig 
1. Edward Hutchinson 
Benny L. Kass: 
SialEy Katten 
Homer Hugh Kirby 
Wenry West Lee& 
;z2'r::b%q 
enneth H. Liles 
Diane 1. Lundquist 
Michael M. Lyons 
William John Madden, 
J r. 1. David Marks 
Lawrence D. Matrice 
Jerome D. Meeker 
Philip R. Monahn 
10th Halt M g m  
John Larry Nichols 
Walter P. North 
Ward H. Oehrnarrn 
Roger Carl OBlrich 
9. Clierterfrerd 
Oppenheim 
Jam& Patton Parker 
Terry Gem& Paup 
Ann C. Penning 
Arthur Petex, Jr. 
John H. Picking  
Mm Harry G. Picb;nel# 
Lloyd Welch Fupe 
Mary Louise Rslmsey 
Joseph Drake Rich 
Allan A. Rubin 
H. Earle Russell 
Jerqt William Ryan 
Howard M. Schmelmr 
Joseph Roy %i r 
~ i w y  ~urnr $el& 
BracUey Shaw 
Carrington Shielda 
Richard L. Shook 
Maurice dlvernaan 
Sheldon Silverman 
oel N. Simon k illis B. Well 
Ronald Ralph Snider 
Eugene K. Snyder 
Gmqe Kenn th S%uire dward 
Stewart 
Hobart Taylor, 
Norn~an Orwig #. ietjens - 
Pctcr Louis Trrtebner 
Stefan Franklin Tucker 
Edgar Allen Turpin, 
'I1 Jr. 
Robert 0. Tyler 
Sidney Ullman 
Stanley PP, Wagner, Jr. 
H. E. Wahsonbrock 
Jahn Nelson Washburn 
A. Duncan Whitaker - 
John Leas Wilson 
Alice Ann Winters 
Harold B. Zanoff - 
FLOalDA 
beco, Raten 
George F. Declaim 
Thomas Edward Sliney 
John C. Thomas 
Coral h b l e s  
~ a l p l f  E. Boyer 
George R. Richards 
Fsrl La~uddah 
Paul J. Anderson 
Rex W. Beardsley 
Pmcy L. Edwards 
Theodore R. Hainline 
John S. Kelley, Jr. 
Wilfrid R. Laurie . 
Robert S. McCormidc 
William F. Maurer 
Donald EL. Medalie 
Richard W. Morrison 
Jahn Harold Qltman 
Kenneth George Stevens 
Tom Canteron Willson 
H d b w o d  
Lawrence L. Burger 
Harry A. Gaines 
Eepitm 
Ha& p. Corwin 
somi 
William C. EarIe 
Lynn Warren Fromberg 
Malcolm Hubert 
F r m k r g  
Lyle Donald Hdcomb 
Max knedon Kogan 
Richard M. Ledie 
Herbert LOU& Nadaxu 
Joseph W. SoIanzo~ 
Byron L. Sparber 
L E. Thomas 
Herman Wepman 
Warren S. Wqman 
Miami lluI& 
Toel Philip Newman 
bAjIrrra 
Douglas W. W@off 
I@ Darr 
J m e  D. WiIlmott 
hpha  
William H. Gracely ., 
Orie L.:PM&ps 
Otlundo 
William E. D.o~&r 
Louis &ey, Jr. 
Rid- W c h  
Harknd N, Jamhi 
S l m ~ r n  
M. &dm~ Dee 
Edwh Guwt 
Sun C3ty 
Mr. & Mm. Iruin Clymcr 
Tamm 
Richard Matban Stein 
Vmdc. 
Frank J, Treckelo 
aOR81A ' , '  
Atkm*a 
Ferdinand C. Buckley 
Jamcs W. Callison 
Mr. and Mrs. G. W. 
- Carah 
Crawford & Company 
Jerrell P. Rosenbluoh 





William #. Amona 
George R. Ariyoshi 
Jon J. Chinen 
W. Lawrence Clapp 
Robert K. Fukuda 
ames T. Funaki 4 rank D. Gibson, Jr. 
H. R. Hewitt 
Henry T. Hirai 
Stuart Wo 




Anthony Y. K. Kim 
Harry !h Young Kim 
Russell K. Kmo 
Ronald Yun Chow Lee 
George Wing Tat Loo 
Lei hton S. C. Louis 
LrsBe W. S* Lum 
;llm I. Marutani 
a& IE. Mixuha 
ukio Naito 
Yoshiaki Nakarnato 
Harold W. N i e k e h  
Joseph khneider 
RiChudi .  StiM 
Roy Y. Takeyama 
Roy E. Takushi 
Harry T. Tamara 
Herbert H. Tanigawa 
Nile Tavares * 
F. Bourne Upham, 1x1 
Hldehiko Uymoyma 
J. K. Wee 
Henr W. C. Wong 
*arc& T. Yarnada 
H3b 
I Masand Kushi 
I Ken& 
Clinton R. Ashford - 
Uh? 
Morris S. Shinsato 
WaJIwfir, 
Weldell F. Crcxkett 
William F. Crackett 
Shigeau G. Fukuoka 




Pawl C. KeeQn 
hi@ Riwv 
Fred F. Rondo 
IUINUtP 
A I M  
Charles B. Godfrey 
Arliqtun Hdgbk 
Jon Earl Floria 
A w m  
David Henry ' 
Armstrang 
Lee Theodore Hettinger 
Thorrms J. Streit 
Lloyd J. Tyler, Jr. 
BmLvrdmfe 





Edward M. Resch 
Cen)rolk 
Leo H. Jonas 
William C. Stephens 
Champaign 
Roger W. Findrley 
Peter H. Hay 
Lawrence W. Waggoner 
Chicago 
Lee Norman Abrams 
Robert Edward 
Ackerberg 
Walter Leslie Adams 
Charles Fmncis Adler, 
Jr. 
Donald W. Alfvin 
Thomas D. Allen 
. James M. Amend 
Arthur Andersen & Co. 
any T. Bewrnann 
H a q  &. Begley 
William E. Beringer 
Stauton Henry Berlin 
A. Bimdorf 
axnes B. Manchard 
homas W. Blow 
Gordon 13. Boydston 
Frederick F. Brace, JT. 
John Edward Burke 
John F. Burton, Jr. 
David L. Canmann 
Donald W. Carlin 
Frederick D. Carroll 
Emerson T. Chandler 
Kent Chandler, jr. 
G. Bowers Christensen 
Michael W. Coffield 
Amos James Coh;lll, 
Jr: 
Christopher B. Cohen 
Granger Csdk, Jr. 
Wilbert F. Crowley Jr. 
John T, Cmack . 
Robert E. Gusack 
Robert H, Daskal 
Fred ~ a r b l d  Daugherty 
Clifford Allan Dean 
Stephen Bond Diamond 
Ronald M. Dietrich 
Stewart S. Dixon 
Raynlond Drymalski 
Bruce N. Duff 
Warren E. Eagle 
Harry T. Edwards 
Joseph G. Egan 
Eugene Farrug 
Peter Victor Fazio, Jr. 
Morgan L,. Fitch. Jr. 
Morlan E. Fiteman 
Eounda tion 
Austin Fleming 
James M. Forkins 
James R. Frankel 
Mr. & Mrs. Norman 
Freehling F;.?:znd 
1 aul W. Gabler 
1 George P. Garvh 
Jahn j. Gadtell 
Stamford E. Gass 
Allen S, Garard 
Bradley M. Glus 
Daniel J. Gluck 
George Herbert Good 
Bette Jean Goule~ 
Edward M. Grabill 
William Philip Gray 
Walter C. Greene 
William j. Greenhouse 
Warren F. 
Grienenberger 
Albert E. Grinton 
Robert Dean Guy 
Philip M. Hackbarth 
Michael Jon Hamblet 
Raymond H. Harkfider 
Robert Lon Harmon 
Roger Brenner Harris 
Erwin Carl Heininger 




john H. Hoglund 
Joseph W. Holland 
Robert A. Holstein 
John Lamar Hopkins 
John B. Huck 
Anthony Rume 
7 6 ~ S  IN PERCENTAGE OF PARTICIPATION 
(CitSeq Areas, or Subregions af 20 or more Alumni) 
AREA 




Saeinaw County, Michigan 
Mahonhg County, Ohio 
Bhrrien Ceunty, Mirhigan 
Mt. Clemens, Romrro, and 
Utica, Michigan 
Springfield, Illinais , 
Utah 
Van Buren, Cars, St, Jaseph, 
Brunch, Hillsdale tauntier, 
M i c b k n  
louthwad~ Pennsylmnia 
Sauthwusf Pennsylvanto 
Ann Arbor USIBBI, MidrSgan 
Om Mdnes, lawg 
Dmyton, Ohlo 




Musk- Cawnv, Michigatr 
CHAIRMAN PARTICIPATION 
Richard 0. Ballentine 
Elliot Miller 
Lewis L. Clum and 
David Dodge 
Roy Takuchi 
Meri R. Bay 
Albert J. Qrtenzie 
Alfred M. Bulthugh 
&avid M, SerotltCn 
John R. Chapin 
William Vogel 
Arthur G. Lyon 
Meftan R. Jenlcins olnd 
Henry I q m m  
William Y. Webb 
Phllip A. Fiehem 
A. J. G;ldeniuc 
hamrd W. Thiale, dr. 
Jamm H. k k a r  
John D. ~olhffa 
*rth OMth 
lumex R. S*riLa 
ohn W. Hupp l-l oward H. Hush, Jr. 
J. Etban Jacobs 
William R. Jentes 
Robert G. Johnson 
Alan R. Johnston 
Robert B. Jon= 
Edward J. Kahn 
William S. Kaplan 
Victor P. Mayser 
Patrick J. Kearney 
Robert C. Keck 
John Andrew Kelly, Jr. 
Man R. Kidston 
ames M. Klmcnik k illiam H. Klein 
Sidne C. #kinman 
e ey Knapp JsJ Walter C. nutson 
Leonard Krarets 
Barry L. Kroll 
Daniel Rees L;t Bar 
F A !  P. Lamberson V. Lambertson 
Robert Garrett Lane 
Donald H. Larrnee 
Lorenzo Bates Lea 
Paul Lewis Leeds 
Wayne Leengran 
George E. Leonard, I11 
jack I. Levy 
Peter S. Lucyshp 
Bernard E. Lyons 
McBride, Baker, Wienke 
& Schlosser 
Emmett D. McGarrhy 
John H. McDernlott 
William S. McDowe11 
Neil McKay 
William J. McKcnna 
Richard P. McManus 
Brunson Uadhesney 
David R. Macdonald 
Edward P. Madigan 
Janis E. Mangulis 
George S. Martin 
Michael A. Mason 
Joseph L. Mayberry, Jr. 
John C. MeIaniphy 
Peter H. Merlin 
David M. Michaelson 
Robert D. Mitchell 
John R. Monson 
Frank James Mooney 
Bruce Moore 
Winston C. Moore 
Joseph N. Morency, JT. 
J. Thomas Mullen 
Timothy Murtaugh, Jr. 
Timothy J. Murtaugh, 
111 
James Joseph Nack 
Howard Neitzert 
David Arthur Nelson 
Alfred Newton 
Robert M. Newton 
Charles M. & Louise M. 
Nisen 
Robert James Oexeman 
Merrill E. Olson 
Alan James Olson 
Raymond Olson, Jr. 
Robert J. Palep 
Henry 3. Pearsall 
Kurt Martin Penn 
John S. Pennell 
Jules Martin P e r l k g  
Henry L. Pitts 
John Henry Platt. Jx. 
Lewis Morgan Porter, 
J=. 
Richard Allen Prince 
Samuel Arthur Purves 
Richard S. Ratcliff 
Vincent f.  Aauner 
Jack T. Redwine 
Frank Fremont Reed 
Frank G. Reeder 
R. Ian Beicin. 
Donald H. Rermnerar 
Thomas A. Reynolds, Jr. 
Richard A. Rinella 
Charles E. Robinson 
John H. Rodcwell 
Richard B. Rogers 
Edward David RaElert 
David f. Ros~ol 
Jeffrey C. Rubenstein 
John B. Ryan, Jr. 
Frank B. Sanders 
Henry T. Sanders 
Ralph M. Schwatczberg 
Robert f .  Schwenk 
William G. Seile 
Donald H. Shar 
James M. ~ h e r i k n  
David Richard Shevitz 
Gerard C. Smetana 
William Lee !hboroff 
GBades R. Sprawl 
James A. Sprowl 
Standard Oil (In&) 
William P. Sutter 
S. John Templeton 
Bruce Hevron! 
Thonpson 
John H. Thomson 
Margaret Murray Tower 
James M. Trapp 
Stuart G. Unger, Jr. 
Theodore M. Utchen 
Donald Emil Vacin 
Jahn T. Van kken 
John T. Veetgeer 
Richard E. Vitlcus % "Roy Watwm 
ohn Craig Walker 
illiam R. Warnock 
Jon A. Waters 
Gerald A. Weber 
Rainer R. Weigel 
Mrs. Maurice Weigle 
Mr. & Mrs. Eugene 
Winberg 
Stanley A. Weinberger 
LeRoy Richard Weiss 
Howard A. Welch, JF. 
Weymouth Kirkland 
Fdn. 
Jane S. Whitman 
Robert Byers Wilcox 
David G. Williams 
James Bb Wilson 
John P. Wilson, r. 
David P. Wood, f r. 
Samuel ZeE.1 
Clormdon Hills 
Thomas L. Smithson 
CrV~tal Lokr; 
William Cowlin 
Richard k. tukomki 
Qawilta 
John Morton Jones 
Owarm 
Thomas V. Fischer 
Glenn 0. Fuller 
Chules C. Jaesch 
. Kehaot g2%i1k Nordiund 
Robert D, Owen 
Rsswell' Chapma 
Prince 
Albert G. Wehber 

I ' #h4lmb1m 




I- - waJ.wp@ 
H* 'Qleckrrraan A, illism Ctadc 
&Zi&ael BI Dickman 
TYuMnas C. Dignam, JT* 
John A. Pislte 
Robert D. McQlaraan 
ogegh E, M~Mahm 
kew ~ngldnd Mutad 
Lik Ins. Ca. 
Th~maa E. Suhderlarrd 
CuRtb;ridm 
yoha P. D a m  
Charles F. Dugah 
Paul M. Qatergard 
CMCOPH 
ohn F. Ogmalkk, Jx. 
& r h L q  
Andre A n t o h  Gelinas 
Lei- 
John Elil%t Leggat 
~wo,,  
Davlri 1, Shactnnan 
Nudthumptan 
Francis E. Collin&, Jr. 
NofiIeld 
William lk. Hawley 
F M d d  
Richard 33.. Warqer 
SpringIold 
Gerald R. Hegarty 
Wmlldey W i L  
Nelson B. Robinson 
WW & F b ~ W d d  
Raymond James R o e  
Wmrcwmr 
John E. Wodpn  
MlCWlOAN 
Ada 
William J. Halliday, Jr. 
Albim . 
Robert Charles Tuck 
MOwmn 
I I 
Phillip L $mi&, , . 
Robemt W. BMudky 
Ann &bur 
idrilliam F. A p ,  Jr, 
Beaa & Mrs. Fmncb A. 
Allen 
L a p a n  Allen 
Ann Arbor Truet Co. 
Gfmd N. Bebout 
a& Mckm 
wrcnce Ra Bishop 
T b m w  E. Brercher 
Milford Bocrsma dd 
W A Q ~ F ~ O ~  0. Banisteel 
Olin L. Bmw&r, Jr. 
b r e n  Wdliam 
Campbell 
Paul D. an.iw 
Lewis G. Chrisman 
Jahn W. Conlin, Jr. 
J. C~nZin . 
A I M  F. Conard 
Mr. % Mys, L. K. 
Coopeh5der 
R Q W ~  C.C m  ton 
Clan Crawbrd, Jr. 
Robert B, Creal 
Peter P. D a m  
Mrs. *_raid Davenport 
Charles H. Dever 
Edmmd F. DeVme 
John S. Dobson 
Russell T. Dobson 111 
Alhed J.. Dupont 
Mr. & Mrs. G. H. Ehlers 
lohn L. Etter 
lacob Frank Fahmer. Jr. 
Philip Fichera 
Franklin C. Forsythc 
Peter W. Fomythe 
Karl R. Frankena 
Whitmore Gray 
Robert J. Hamu 
John R. Hathaway 
Joseph C. Hooper 
John H. Jackson 
Benjamin Todd Jones 
Joseph R. Julin 
Yale Kamisar 
Dorothy E. Karl 
Mr. & Mrs. Paul 
Kauper 
Frank R. Kennedy 
Robert L. Knauss 
I! yilfarn M. Laird 
I Ur. L Mm, Paul A. 
Leidy 
D w b c  W. 
Lighthammer 
Msnram K. M&mn 
m t c b  F. Mecadley 
Chrh Me&narey 
Rhh* J, M m n  
k Dayid Mik& 
Marvin L. Niehw 
Finn. G.-Olsen 
Dean % Mrs. Willard C. 
Olson 
Joe E. O ' N d  
Mr. & Mrs. David W. 
Osler 
Geor&e E. Palmer 
William 1. Pierce 
Maxwa L. Plant 
- Alan N. Pdasky. 
HWWR Prim 
Mr. & Mrs. Roy F. 
Pmffitr 
Johrr W. Rae 
Dou~las R. Readin 
willlam p. mdard!on 
Luis F. Rodriguez 
T h d o r e  . St, Anmine 
Joseph L.1 d ax 
Richard W. Seymour 
Mw. Forrest G. Shaw 
Marie L. D. Shearer 
A b n  F. Smith 
Russell A. Smith 
Erie Stein 
Peter 0. Steincr 
Roy L. Steinheirner, Jr. 
George C. Stewart 
John P. Surratt 
Hubert Thompson 
Dr. & Mrs. J. W. 
Tidwell. 11 
James Panos T 
Edward L. Vang,"& 
Newell R. Washburn 
Andrew Watson 
- Richard V. Wellman 
Tames J. White 
Elmer E. White 
Richard &. Wuod 
L. Hart Wright 
Kenneth L. Yourd: 
Bad Axe 
Harold Dale Cubitt 
hklwin 
Seth R. Bidwell 
BawhJ C d  
1. Robert Blaske, Jr. 
Ectmund R. Bbke  
Daniel Lee DeMent $!Z%*S;f 
Bmy city 
James W. Baker 
0-r W. Baker 
Lloyd W. Baftlemt 
DeEoe Shipbuilding Co. 
Mr. & Mrs. Elson C. 
Hood 
Isarlcson & Neering 
Ralph J. Isackson 
David L. King 
WiiIianl M. Lambert 
Richard C, Learman - 
Robert L. bucks , 
John M. Patterson 
Otto M. Pierce 
Ralph 1, Selby 
Richard G. Smith 
John X. Theiler 
Samuel H. Werner 
Bonton Harbor 
Thomas H. Mams, Jr. 
Herbert 8. Anspach 
Rodger V. Bittner 
A. Edward Brown 
Alfred M. Butzbaugh 
Elden W. Butzbaugh 
b n d d  Roy Chapman 
John E. Gurley 
Robert S. Feldman 
Vane A. Fisher 
Henry W. Gleiss 
Richard F. Koch 
Lester E. Page 
Theodore E. Troff 
Robert L. Vandenberg 
Whirlpool Corportion 
Robert B. Willemin 
Carroll V. Williamgr 
Edward M. Yampolsky 
hrkklr 
Gearge F. FidK 
Big hapi& 
William A. Harper 
Albin . Schinderle 
b i n g i a m  
Martin J. Adelman 
William @it Allee 
Mrs. Hugh G. Allerton, 
J r  . 
Robert W. Appleford 
Frederick G. Beattie 
Clarence W. Blenman 
Arthur S. Bond, Jr. 
Campbell & t e e  
Mr. & Mrs. George E. 
Frost 
Samuel E. Gawne 
Mrs. Leah Gottesman 
James 6. Hartrick 
John Campbell 
Hu tchinson 
Lawrence Albert King 
Donald P. Kipp 
Abraham J. Levin 
E u ~ n e  William Lewis, 
111 
Sheldon Marston 
William W. Page 
Donald H. Parsom 
Robert V. Peterson 
Donald Allen Pierce, Jr. 
Robert C.  Surridge 
John W. Steinhauser 
Norman Tendler 
John A. Thurber 
Village of Beverly Hills 
Benton B. Wo& 
BksbmJkld Hilb 
L. C. Burch, Jr. 
Walter R. Denison 
" 
1 Jahn Dillon Hegarty, Jr. 
Rogers I. Mar uis 
Barretr S. Wahum 
b7dg.porl 
F. P. Langschwager, Jr. 
BucBanaa 
CIark Equipment Co. 
David L. Howe 
Frederick M. Lewis 
Richard McComaclc 
Geo eH.Plaut wz 
ames C. Hekinton i ois H. Herrinton 
Charles H. Miltner 
Calumet 
Reino S. Koivunen 
Caro 
Roland 0. Kern 
Cantrevill. 
James P. N h e r  
Csrrrco 





Eristol E. Hunter 
Edward Lapelras 
Clio 
Ira D. Bare 
Ronald j. Brewer 
Coldwahr 
Mark S. Andrews 
Richard F. Biringer 
Clay T. Brockman 
Lowell M. Kelly 
David J. Lori 
Arthur G. Lyon 
Davieon 
Earl S. Borradaile 
Dearborn 
Walter F. Bradrel 
Jesse W. Bollinger 
Perry T. Christy 
William K. Davenpo~t 
Malcolm L. Denise 
Robert James Devyak 
James B. Dunkel, Jr. 
Frank .Force 
Ford dotor Company 
Ralph B. Guy, Jr. 
J. fscman 
Mr. & Mrs. J. E. Iseman 
Kermit K. Kline 
Raymond D. Langlois 
Rodney C. Linton 
Vivian L. Lyman 
Leonard McKee Moore 
Mr. & Mrs. Henry 
E. Simecek 
Joel D. Tauber 
Charles A. Wagner 
Dotroh 
Dennis M. Aaron 
Edgar Rich Ailes 
Gabriel N. Alexander 
John R. Anderson 
Burton L. Ansell 
Robert D. Anspach 
Edward M. Apple 
Harry B. Aronow 
Robert E. Baker 
William H. Baldwin 
Peter M. Barnstein 
William George Barris 
Harold S. Barron 
Arthur F. Barkey 
W. Arthur Batten 
Robert James Battista 
Charles M. Bayer 
Kevin M. Beattie 
Ari M. BeGole 
William A. Bell, n 
Charles W. Bisllon 
f 
THOUSAND DOLLAR CITIES 
crn AND STATE: AMOUNT CITY AND STATE AMOUNT 
Defroit, Mkhigan $39,987.2 1 Tucoon, Artronol $ 2,810.00 
kt Asgdsr, Calikrnia 19,PS6.31 Taleda, Qhio 2,055.00 
N w  York, Maw Yo& 14,844.53 Indianapolis, lndiuna 2,MQ.OO 
Flint, Whigan 14,101 .(YO San Francisco, California 1,995.52 
Clmvmland, Qhk 1 4,097.- Kanmw City, Miuouri 1,805.00 
tunton, Ohio 10,330.00 Sapinaw, Michigan 1,615.00 
Glricamqri Illbeis 9,800.50 Phoenixr Arbnu 1,500.00 
Sun Dfwa, Ca.IIfornia 5,362.00 Port Wayne, Indimnu 11*495.00 
Prinmkla, .New Jr)fiey 5,194.910 Lunsingc MShigan 1,485.04 
Orad  RQ@IIL, MtirSgan 4,lfOB.OQ Hauston, TOXUS 1,380.58 
Ann Admar, Miehiqm 4,anq.W Hanolwl~r, Mawaii 1 ,P50.00 
Mrmi&mn, Michigun 4,177.00 Cindnn*i, Qhio 1,212.09 
W~shtnQpbn, D.C. 4,012.30 Mrmda, lndiana 1,08S.00 
Denver, Colwada 1,964.WI Pacia, K 1,000.00 
PWurqh, Pmnqivuaia 8,162.50 1,060.00 
John W. Blanchard 
Charles E. Blank 
Bodnlan, LongIey, 
Bogle, Armstrong & 
Dahling 
Earl Richard Boonstra 
Paul D. Borman 
David Bortnlan 
Robert F. Bowers 
Robert C. Boyer 
Robert Lyman Boynton 
Archibald W. Brighton 
Norman I. %rock 
Stephen A. Brombetg 
Stratton 5. Brown 
Wilber M. Brucker 
Wilber M. Brucker, Jr. 
Anthony C. Buesser 
Frederick G. Buesser, Jr. 
Sebasdan A. Buffa 
Willis C. Bullard 
Carl F. Burger 
Clarence M. Burton 
Memorial Foundation 
George E. Bushnell. Jr. 
g h n  Kernper Cannon E;siZll 
Harry A. Carson 
Cass-Temple Gulf 
Harry N. Casselman 
Robert Alden Choate 
Chrysler Corporation 
Jacob A. Citrin & Sons 
Foundation 
, Charles F. Clippert 
David Jacob Cohen 
James Cotlier 
Mr. & Mrs. Fred 
Colombo 
James Leonard Conley 
Walter B. Canolly 
Lawrence Davis Connor 
Mrs. David L. Conrad 
George A. Cooney, Jr. 
Mrs. Ben jamin W. 
Gooper 
Glenn M. Coulter 
John Smith Crandell 
Richard E. Cross 
Donald Miles Cutler 
A l f o n ~  J. D'Amico 
John E. Danaher 
john 1. Danhof 
James R. Daoust 
John Thomas Dasef 
Victor tf. DeBaeke 
Ronald V. DEborra 
Julius Denenberg 
Harold B. Desenberg 
Irwin Ja Deutch 
Frederid G n y  Dewey 
Harold A. Dewey 
Robert Earle Dice 
Ralph D. Dietede 
George 5. Dixon 
Martin M. ~ t u r o f T  
Gregory 5. Dolgorukov 
John C. Donnelly 
Tom Downs 
Marvin Dubrinsky 
Seymour N. Dubtinsky 
ohn R. Dykema k mmett E. Eagan 
Herbert M. Eiges 
James L. EIsman, Jr. 
Robert Ezra Epstein 
Paul YE. EriEksm 
John Arthur Everhardus 
Eugene C. Ewald 
Robert E. Farmer 
Mitchell Feldman 
Rowland W. Fixel 
Louis I. Flattery 
Leslie W, Fleming 
Richard Ford 
Robert Bates Foster 
Raymond A. Fox 
Rchert E. Fox 
John C. Fralres, Jr. 
William H. Francis 
Mr. & Mrs. Seymour J. 
Frank 
Mrs. Sidney Frank 
Leo I. Franklin 
Paul Franseth 
Oscar Freedenberg 
Fred W. Freeman 
Ralph M. Freeman 
William C. Fried 
Edward Preston ' 
Esohlich 
Edgar B. Galloway 
Edward Janles Gamble 
John William Gelder 
Stanley Gelfund 
Ernest Getz 
Frederick C. Gielow, 
Sr . 
Ronald Rhea Gilbert 
Mr. & Mrs. Wm. Giles 
Michael Gimbel 
William J. Giovan 
Frederick Barry Gold 
Edward Bruce Goldman 
Daniel Stefan Goldsmith 
Alan Phelps Goldstein 
Charles L. Goldstein 
Gerald A. Goray 
Frederick Gordon 
William T. GosseLt 
Morton G. Gortesman 
H. James Gram 
Paul Robert Grant 
John Green 
Jerome B. Greenbaum 
Ronald Lee Greenberg 
Frederick H. Creiner 
Jr. 
Thomas L. Griem 
M. Glenn Grossman 
Carson C. Crunewald 
Lawrence Gubow 
Hanley M. Gurwin 
Richard B. Gushee 
Newman T. Guthrie 
Gvazda & Shere 
Mr. & Mrs. Erwin W. 
Haass 
Donnelly W. Hadden 
Enward Mall 
Patrick Hanley 
Ronald R. Hanlon 
Edward C. Wanpeter 
Hugh G. Harness 
Drs. Harris, Birkhill, 
Wang, Song & 
Assaciates, P.C. 
Ira Cerson Harris 
Edward B. Harrison 
Eugene Lawrence 
Hartwig 
Arthur J. Haw 
James W. Haugh 
Lew, Jeanne & Jack 
Hayes 
William J w p h  Heaphy 
George BacIsi~e Heffer- 
an, Jr. 
Pierre V. Heftler 
Paul A. Heinen 
Ralph E. Helper 
Stuart E. Hertzberg 
John F. Higginson 
Leon Charlea Him 
Eugene Jay Hirscb 
Jason L. Nonigman 
Thomas J$oakers Jr. 
Wolfgang Hoppe 
Mr. & Mm. Hobqrt n. 
Ho t 
J d  H$&ier 
Ira Jwl  j e 
Merle Raymond 
Jenkins, Jr. 
Robert A. Jerikins 
Carl Jahnm 
eon Raymond Jones 
hn Francis Jordan 
William A. oeelyn 
Robert A. Idarbel 
,Sidney 3.. Karbel 
Chester E. Kasiborski 
Mr. 8e MFS. Jacob L. . ; 
Keidan 
Leonard A. Kelkr 
Michael Francis Keily 
Cornelia G. Sennedy 
John Thorn& Kenney 
Frank Joseph Kerwin, ' 
Jr-  
Frederick Reid Keydel 
Barry L. King 
Lawrence S. King 
Eugene D. Kirkby 
Walter 0. Koch 
Mrs. Gertrude E, Kopel 
Mr. & Mrs. R. M. Kopel 
Richard L. Kozlowalri 
W. Brace K~ag  
Hylnan A. Kramer 




Conrad William Kxeger 
Lawrwe B. Kron 
John ~ : - & ~ u l ,  Jr. 
Robert 8.' h c e y  
Joseph H. Lackey 
Mrs. Charla B. Lakoff 
Kenneth J. LaMotte 
Edward F. brigs 
Patrick J. Ledwidge 
Samuel W, Leib 
Charles L. Levin 
Mr. & Mrs. Perry W. 
Lewis 
Alfred E. Lindbloom 
Thomas 0. Long 
James H. LoPrete 
Percy M. Lovett 
Stanley Lubin 
Dean Lucking 
William R. Luedders 
Michael Joseph Lynch 
Francis W. McCauley 
George F. McGraw 
Alan C. McManus 
Russrell A. McNair, Jr. 
Elsie L. McReynolds 
Tms t 
John M. MacMillan 
Mr. & Mrs. John R. 
Mann 
Lenamyra S. Margules 
D. Charles Marston 
Mary Avis, Inc. 
J. Patrick Martin 
Laurence A. M a d i n k  
Albert D. Matheson 
Carney D. Mathewn 
Alan Alfred May 
Richard H. May 
Joseph F. Maycock, Jr. 
tarry William lMazey 
Robert Meginnit y 
Ellis B. Merry 
Miller, Canfield, Pad - 
dock & Stone 
Alan. C. Miller 
Donald lam- Miller 
Milton jack Miller 
David Newell ~ i $ i  , 
Pavia M, Miirrn 
Ibbezt w. Mollay ' 
JamgMoncahte 
ChmIa R. Maon 
Donald C. Morgil~. ' 
William H. Momm 
Cyril Mwmw 
Jmekh A. Mopnim, Jr. 
Dav R. Wuhlihef 
Thomas L. Munmn 
Rodfitan N, Myem 
Allan Na~htnas 
Hlarry M. Nayer 
Robert. L Nedieolandeir 
~ o h n  J. New 
Geor G. NewmaIi', 
Cbr$, G. Fli&son 
Martin C. Oetting 
John P. O'Hara 
Harold 0. Olson 
Stuart David Orman 
George Edward Parker 
Joseph H.  pars?^ 
Sayford Val Passer 
~ l d e r t  B. Perlin, Jp. r 
John Harold Picch 
Harry H. Platt 
Jam= Jay Padell 
John J. Poleski 
Louis B. Potter . - ' 
Ra L. Potter 
EliLh G. ~ a u o n  
Richard E, Rabbideau 
Stephen P. R a i d  
Arthur Rahch . 
David Harris Raitt 
Dale Grant Rands , 
Sylvan Rapaport 
Franklin J. Raurier 
Stuart A. Reading 
Clarence A. Reid 
George Reindel 
Edgar M. Reitz 
Thomas L Rice 
Dean E. Richardson 
Cedric A. Richner, Jr. 
Mr. & Mrs. ml K. Riley 
wauiice D. hiley 
Carl M. Rfseman 
James D. Ritchie ' 
Mr. & Mrs. Thomas A." 
Roach ' 
Richard David Rohr 
David I. Rosin 
Robert David Rdsmun 
Aaron R. Ross 
Milo M. Rouse 
A. I), Rueggse&er 
Ernest L. Rushma 
Herbert Rusin 
b b e r t  c!: ~ u s s d f  
Edward A. Ryder 
Theodore~Sachs 
Benjamin 'Jay Siafir 
Sage Foundation 
Jerome MI Salle 
Sheldon W. dandweiss 
Abraham Satovaky 
Hermanis lames E ward Sauter . 
bavid Murray Sam 
William M. SQxtbn 
Allison L. . , 
Mrs: Manin G. 
Schaefkr 
Mark E. SchIus~I 
Allan F. khrnalzreidt 
Marlin F. &holl 
Jam- F. tkhouman. 
Arthur J. Schrsck 
Robat  D. &hula 
Frederick J, ScbazmrnB 
f. B. Schwarw 
Everett M. ikranroa 
_ - I ,  < -: 
F T ~ ~ o F ~ &  Wj its . ' ,', - Ma& &aeP&g 
1 s p ~ G ; ~  
bemud~.Shrrmm 7 
r i S r a n h J u i f r u a 3 ~  ,: 
By- R S3ggl - , 
Henry H. - _ 
Edwin #. h o n  + I  
'$tgart S i W  
Mrs. Jma GS B'ba * 
+ Paul $din , 
ohm Sklar i. cwis M. Slam 
William W.. 61aeurn Jr. 




&nard W.. With - -5 
Lmfer S. Smith . 
Yates G, Smith- 
George &liehael Smrtka 
George R. Snider 
Lawrence K. Snider 




Herbert G, Sparrow, I11 
Larry J. Spilkin 
Irving M. Stah1 
Benjam~in C. Stanczyk - 
Momis W. Stein 
-%bbert Edgar Skinberg 
Wilffred A, Steiner, IT. 
I George T. Stevenson 
Harold-E. Btieg 
Cercald L. Sraetzpi ( 
Bradkrd Stone - 
, Earl D, Sullivan 
Mr. 8c 'Mrs. Dwid 
Tabashnik 
Garland D. Tait - 
Charles 5. Tappan 
David L. Tennant 
Paul S. Teranes 
B. Jama Theodowff 
Clarence Peter Theut 
Mn. Tom T. Thomas 
Mr. & Mrs. Milton M. 
Thompson 
RoyaI E. Thompson 
Samuel L. Travis 
Paul R. Trigg, Jr. . 
ftevan Uzelac 
Nancy J. Van Lop* 
Lawrence R. Van Ti1 ' 
Robert P. 
Van Wiemmrsch ' 
Philip T. Van Ziilz 
John M. Vealc 
Anthony A. Vemeulen 
Robert Arthur Vieweg 
Robert E. Wtldmi~ 
~ o b e r t  M. W m n  
Mrf & Mrs. CI Robert 
Wartdl 
Thomas I. Wattles 
William James - 
Waugamm 
Reuben D. Wax 
Justin C. Weaver 
Robert Byron Web~tet 
Leonard H. Weizrer 
Jmph M. WeirsS JT. 
&enville- Wheat 
James M. Whner 
John Palmer "Williams 
Thomas Emkin Wilson 
, Rbbert C. Winrer 
John A. W@e, r. 
I DaPldP.Wmd 







Michael R. Spaniolo 
Allison K. Thonnlas 
Willim Cur& 
Whitbecrc 
Donald P. Winters 
Lapar 
Thomas Glenn Caley 
Michael Laverne Carter 
Jack F. Smith 
Robert L. Taylor 
'1Snmln Park ' 
David H. Lynn 
Irironia 
John's Drive-In Cleanem 
Rodney C. Kropf 
Richard Skoglund ' 
bwan 
George R. Cook 
I Margaret Farmer Cmk 
bludingsn 
: jack L. Rasmussen Monist.. Frederick P. Ckohset William 6. Sear1 JhnirtSnqu* 
William F. Hood 
Mareallus 
Carroll B. Jones 
Manqum 
Robert M. Wrdeau 
Robert W. Clark 
Edward H. Lkmbowski 
ohm E. McDonald k dward A. Quinnell 
George Quinnetl 
lYIanholl 
ttazen J. Hatch 
Mazen V. D. 8. Match 
William J. Stiner 
Maran 
Lloyd D. Morris 
George A. Sullivan 
Midland 
Richard 0. Ballendne 
Richard W. Barker, Jr. 
Ralph H. Bower 
Peter Hubert Burkard 
Gilbert A. Currie 
Richard 3. Darger 
Dow Chemical Company 
Dow Coming Co. 
Walter D. Canus 
William Gerald Garber 
Ggtald: Eugene McNafly 
Warren W. Sawyer 
David Moist Serotkin 
Robert E. Spier 
Mt. I'leumrai 
Mendal W Decker 
Munising 
Gemge S. Baldwin 
Mulwon 
William J. Balgooyen, 
Jr 
Mr. & Mrs. M. L. 
Bradbury, Jr. 
John Mancel Briggs, III 
Harold W. Charter 
stephen H. Clink 
Dam 1 Robert Oochrane 
Jarad E. COllinge 
Robert M. Daniels 
Edward C. Farmer 
I Frederick H. Faust 
H. Winston Hathaway 
William Thomas Ktrr 
Lou L. Landman 
Robert Libner 
Jerry S. McCrdey 
John Harvey Martin 
John B. O k n  
George A. Parmenter 
Arthur M. Rude 
James F. Schoener 
Wade Charles Stevens 
Harold M. Street 
John P. Van Eenenaam 
Robert J. Van Leuven 
Donald J. Veldman 
Robert E. Walkley 
New Bufilo 
Ronald Paul Oselka 
UiIos 
Thomas Henry Bround 
Robert W. Cary 
Casper 0. Grathwohl 
Caroline E. Haase 
Harold F. Klute 
Donald Paul Stone 
William S. White 
@ak Bark 




John N. Brown 
Harry G. Iwasko, Jr. 
Benjamin 40. khwen- 
dener, Jr. 
bssials 
Mr. & Mrs. Joseph P. 
Pinson 
Owarro 
Lewis D. 3enson 
Nonnan Lee Des Jandins 
Clark Shanahan 
amss M. Teahem, Jr. 
&skrd 
West H. Gallogly 
Paw Paw 




John S. Clark 
Alan E. P ~ E C  
P~mron, Rider 
Harry Sunley 




Dean 6;. Beier 
fohn Wright Ben 
Douglas W. Booth 
Harold W. Dudley 
j iuum a. emlo 
amea L. Howlett 
~ h n  K.Lrwin 
Charles Bryan W inney 
V. Johh ManikoFI 
Clarence K, Patterson 
hv id '6 ,  Pen& 
Phil& Pratt 
G d a e  H. Rogers 
John T. Rogers 
Marshall~E, Smith 
James S, Thorburn 
Robert G. Waddell 
John Boyd Wilmn 
%a h r o n  
S. Keith Banlrrson, Jr. 
Lloyd U. Marlekte 
Stanley Schlee 
Mrs. James J. Snider 
H. L. Stevens 
Said M. Toulna 
Rmr Roug. 
Kenneth J. Logan 
Royal Qak . 
Bassett, Slavem 8c 
Assaciates, Inc. 
James H. Booker 
ohn G. Rayward H wry w. Jones 
Stephen Whitman Jones 
John F. Sbantz 
Mr. & MIS. John S. 
Slavens 
Samuel J. Slavens - 
Saginow 
W. Carl Bauer 
Leopvld Phillip 
Borrello 
Hugo E. Braun, Jr. 
Robert E. Bright 
Jerome E. Burns 
Larry C. Carl 
Kenn* W. Cole 




; in iam E. Crane 
ohn D. Currie 
obert James Curry 
Robert Ha. Day 
Gilbert A. Delbel 
Thomas Ezra Deibel 
Francis B. Drinan 
Harold Joseph Egloff 
James V. Finkbeinef 
Robert S. Gilbert 
George F. Gronewald, 
Jr. 
Faye Marie Harrison 
Eugene Snow Huff 
Merritt Richard mea 
Thomas B. JosepL 
Harold M. Karls ' 
J. Richard Kendrick 
Joh'n Frank Kotgnauer ' 
Arthur T. Lippert, Jr, 
Joseph R. McDonald 
John MacKemie 
Mark T. Mahlbetlp 
Themistodes L. Majo~os 
Robert H. Meisel 
Bruce H. Mellinger 
Donald F. Nah 
Esi!r:;3 , 
Phelps 
Richard J. Rankin, Jr. 
Henry J. Rosenhum 
Fwd Roland Sargle~t 
R. Perry Shorts 
Albert A. m i t b  
Jahn Thornpam 
Spenm 
James $W. Sangkin 
Angela E. Tmgan 
Joseph john Trogan 
George NlelVin Tunism 
D u e  S. \i 
Van l*n$dhtaW 
81 E. Van Remchden 
Senart 6. Wah - 
H. elac 
Mr. & Mrs. Elmm W. 
Bemitt 
Charles W. $Eeiger 
01. em 
MZ, 8r! MXS. C E ~ O ~  E 
&wcraQX 
Mr. Ib Mm, Howad C, 
Bmhe 
Mr. & Mrs. M. D. Keras 
, Jbhn R., !k&wa~tz 
,: st. l!gnuea 
Prentia M. Brown . 
st. Jwoph 
Willard J. Banyon 
Cheater Byma 
gm=s d!!dllan 
av~d H. Morton 
John M. Spehnsn 
i;pkvLd Vanc@ploeg 
 bight Cameron-Pond 
Shelby 
Jay a. Sikkemp 
William Jay W e n g a  
SoutMkld 
William 'M. Byukoif - 
Alberr M. Coban 
Robert ZcIman 
Feld~tein 
Noel Alan Ga 
Michael H. G&er 
George H. Goldskcbe 
Bernard L. GQodnrm-- 
Mr. & Mrs. Jordan IEahn 
Horace . Radgers 
Mr. b ndn. Walter J. 
Rnhiner 
Edward B. Sautberg 
South Hewn 




Carl L. Horn 
srusair 
lb ond H. Dresaeq,,Jr. 
ohn T. Sroendsen 
awm Ciqf 
William W. McCrmdy 
Tamp*mm 
Edwh Rum11 Jlohnwn 
Three baks 
Tlreron D. Ch1lda, Jr. 
thms avma 
Marjon Lehr 'Simpson 
Tpa Estate 
h a r d  J. Weiner 
Wv- oihy 
W a  R. B m  
DO~CI-C.: CoJter 
Michael A. DiweIy 
Kenneth G- Ma*- 
J?g"h,<~,"~ 
TraV 
Gerald M8Ien Klisin 
Patria %$arry miver 
Thmar G. %a 
RWB* A. wx 
UHak 
Richad C. $ € a m  
waarrr 
Hamy R. Qzm 
W a r d  N. Pas- 
Wtilelr """"-%,'"" *-Q. 
Alexa~?&r A. mt 
Rakrt T. Wall 
4 
- wpa 
. Y ~ ~ B .  ~+tu lne  4 
*Maethm H, *Iz3&m& - 
Jrm 
Waw:wmh - : 11 '  WWWI wimm r. &mm 
GLbbert; ' , 
Mr. b Bern. AZtbsl6 I* 
Ewm - 
DeWtylze g. K i r L ~ ~  
, WdtM* 
ohnR lR L 6 w  & U P  
S, K. Riblet 
W m d M b  
FrmkLawrenm - 
h p r W  
ohn MonteBam I P" &ward L) . .hke  
J. Don Lawrence 
Robert W L&uti~&sex 
J. David & a c k ~ a ~ e r  
Lawrence W. Sperfm 
Robert &inon rhric! 
znlollrd 
H m e s  Meyeq Jr, 
r n m m o r A  ' 
--ArSbort Lea 
Thomas E. Allen 
Aurdn 
Rodne A. Dunnette 
Glenn %. blley 
Duhrh 
Ray E. Andk96n 
Herbert M. Burn8 
Joseph A J o b n w  r. 
Verne D. oh-, j*. 
Edwin J. Lenn, 
Fuik 
Robert 0. Blatti 
- Cheater Qardon 
Rusengrem ' a  
Bhnaar 
LkE--n 
Robert 6. JIjhnsrm 
Minnwpolh - 
NamId G. Cant 
Mr. & Mrs. Edward fi. 
Cwper 
Thomas Manford Dale 
Charles K. Dayton 
Raymond J. Dittrich 
T. G. $venerroA 
Robert .KO% 





Robert . Duksct;ud - 
a. t,*d' . 
Paul G. Hoffman 
st. Paul' 
Cruzan Mmmder 
Jahn F. Eott, T, 4 John E d m d  hmna@- 
M I W R I  
kklgaton 
Mzr. Wbara Czoft 
Gblumbia 
Buell MeCmb 
C m a  CHU~ 
R+II A. ~ c e u t .  jr,: 
J.ikraon city 
Clem F. Stordrman 
Jopln 
Clay Cowgill Blair, Jr. 
Edwatd P. Dwpr, Jr. 
ohn W. b t t  
unms CiCy i 
Russel1 W. Baker 
William H. Bates 
Edward S Bi 
Meneke iIai#c:11 
Jacob Brown 
Hward A. Crawford 
Edwad Mason bolmn 
Robert I. Donnellan 
Robert U. Duboc 
Henry G. Eager 
Carl E. Engggg 
Cearge Henr Gangwere 
A. H B J  ::% Paul Hapave  
Gem@ R. Haydon. Jr. 
John Beqpsm 
Ingraham 
Russell S ones 
Herbert d Kohn 
Cmelius E. Lombardi, 
Jr- 
Richard E. McEachen 
Kenneth D. McGmgor, 
t Ro ert Jeremy 
Margolin 
Kenneth E. Midgley 
James C. Mordy 
Colvin A. Peterson, Jr. 
David Q. Reed 
Hubert L. Rowlands 
John Scurlock 
Clayton R. Smalley 
David Rhoads Smalley 
Thomas Wesley 




r t  E. L i t e m  
ohn Paul Williams 
illiarn H. Woodson 
lwidana 
Neil Cgmenrn Hardin 
Paywwilla 
Robert A. Wd1.s 
st. Jammph 
David Hughes Morton 
st, b 1 8  - 
Charles M. Babington, 
I11 
Wayne E. Babler 
Charla B. Blackmar 
Terrence Lee Croft 
Thomaa L. Croft 
onald G. Leavitt 
F r a d  G. Pollock 
ohn C. Rohrbau h f oleph R. ~ u w i &  
Dvliel E. Singer 
Gerald M, Smith 
Stadcy  G, S p i d W  
Edward L. bgrngue 
Edwin Stevens Taflor 
David F. Ulmer 
Bmz B. Watkine 
-George Clark Wi lhn  
MONTANA 
lll ingr 
Arthur F. Lamey, Jr. 
Robert M. Muir 
Michael J. Whalen 
Cut Bonk 
Gerald S. Prary 
Onat Palls 
William A. Reid 
now. 
nhn B. Kuht 
A l m a  
Geaorge T. Bennett 





Noyes William Rogers 
hlb City 
Arehibald J. Weaver 
Hebvon 




T. J. Fraixer 
John Charles Mason 





William J. Baird 
Alfred G. Ellick 
Stephen Arthur Geow 
Virgil James Hagaert, 
Jfm 
Kenneth B. Holm 
George Doane Keller 
Edmund D. McEachen 
Howard H. 
Moldenhauer 
Edgar M. Motsman 
Larry William Myers 
i ohn C. Peters combluff 
Robert M. Harris 
NEVADA 
Elko 
George F. Wright 
Reno 
John J. McCune 
NEW HAMPSWRE 
k l l n  
k*i.J,"mon Davi" 
f ohn B. Pendleton ohn C. Ransmeier 
i;ph S. Ranmeier 
Edward David Bureau 
Kmana 
Ernest E. Bell, I11 
Homer S. Bradley, Js. 
N. Michael Plaut 
Lmbnon 
Ridler White Page 
Mcnchester 
Charles A. DeGrandpre 
Artbur A. Greene, Jr. 
Philip S. Hollman 
David Lee Nixon 
William 6. Omutt 
Theodore Wadleigh 
P.~rbuouuh 
KennetN A. Brighton 
Rochester 
Fred W. Hall, Jr. 
"NEW J E R W  
Audubon 
Aaron C. F. Finlrbher, 
I11 
kyww 
David L. Maltz 
kick Town 
Ira H. Stavitdcy 
Brilgotan 
Stevan 2. Kleiner 
Chothom 






Barr I Rcdericks 
 air L i n  
Sol Mix 
Richard B. Weil 
Fort loo 
Frederic W. Altschul 
Woh.lrus 
Donald C. Droste 
Mapkwaod 
Douglas M. Crowley 
N e d  
Theodore Roy Cohn 
Philip A. Fisher 
Jerome J. Graham 
Frank W. Hoak 
Edwin C. Landis, Jr. 
Angel0 Wm. Locascio 
William B. Luni 
Edward G. Madden 
New Bmnrwick 
Johnson and Johnson 
Stanley C. Smoyer 
Ocean City 
John Wat..on Gilbert. 
Jr. I 
Potemon 
Wallace S. Bernstein 
i oseph A. LaCava .rth Amboy 
Thomas A. Pliskin 
Plainft.ld 
Victor E. D. King 
Princeton 
Mrs. Arthur Webster 
Ridgewood 
i ohn F. Zulack uthmdod 
Miss Clara H. S. Ely 
Henry A. Supplee 
Summit 
Robert P. Luciana 
Washington 
Verling C. En teman 
W-9 Oranga 
Mrs. Philip A. Fisher 
Wa8tWood 
Richard A. Kurland 
Woodbury 
Robert John Faux 
Wy&& 
Donald B. Shafto 
NEW MEXICO 
Albuquarque 
Allen C. Dewey, Jr. 
Benjamin Osuna 
Oplllup 




Albany *- - 
Charles R. Gibsorr 
 ill. 
Mr. & Mrs. Harvey Lee 
Blum berg 
Amronk 
H. M. Pranlcenberger 
Lnternafional Business 
~ a c h i n e s  
Binghomtoh 
H. Albert Mmwaring 
Breckport 
Joseph D. Lawrence, Jr. 
B m d l k  
john A. Stichccr 
Brooklyn 
Stanley S. Hawkes 
Kenneth Douglas Stein 
Othdlo 3). Thompson 
Buhlo 
William A. Rain, Jr. 
John C. Barber, Jr. 
Ja111es M. Beardsley 
David Carl Berg 
David Hopkins Julian 
Bernard Joseph 
Kennedy 







Emma Rae Mann Jones 
Hugh M. Jones. Jr. 
CozanovSa 
Colin L. Smith 
Cub0 
Ward M. Hopkins 
Endicatt 
Sal A. Fauci 
Kenneth S. Leasure 
Fairport 
Douglas W. Whitney 
6.M8# 
Charles D. Ncwton 
oj-~0 
Williati~ F m k  
McGowm 
blovbmilk 
Dudley M. Ferguson 
Hortsdala 
William S. Bonds 
Hampsimad 
Herbert M. Leiman 
Huntikgton 
Valentine F. Parker 
Iwmgton~n-Hud.en 
John Warren Thomas 
une E. S. Thomas 
Lnaica  
Ira J. Lefton 
Jamastown 
H. James Abdella 
Kenneth T. Johnson 
Jahnmn City 
Robert M. Eckelberger 
Lackport 




Thomas W. Biddle 
New Rochelh 
Michael R. Fegen 
New Yo& City 
American Sugar 
Corn pan 
Ghn  Davii Appel 
illiam T. Atkinson 
John Cmley Baity 
Charles Livingreon 
Baker 
Hen D. Baldwin 
chaL Ebbert Barnett 
Richard Blair Barnett 
Robert D. Bedter 
Jerold Jay Bemavie 
k q p  IS. Bemd 
Norman Bowersox 
Ronald Earl Brackett 
Hubert Jason Brands 
I Edward BransiJver 
William H. Braun, Jr. 
Phillip Charles 
Brough tom 
F. Keith Brown 
Lawrence I. Brown 
Paul Lewis Brown 
Thomas P. Brown, Jr. 
William H. Burkhart 
Paul Cerhardt Buniek 
James L. Burton 
Robert A. Butler 
Calvin A. Campbell. Jr. 
Ralph Moore Carson 
Ronald ean Cayo 
Chase d n h a t  tan Bank 
Foundation 
Columbia Gas System 
Service Corporation 
John Dorsey ConIey 
Copper Range 
Foundation 
I Kenneth B. Cutler 
Eugene F. Dattore 
Geoffrey Davey 
Walter L. Dean 
Gienn S. Dennis 
George Deshensky 
Thomas E. Dewey 
Frank 5. Dickerson, I11 
Thomas A. Dieterich 
George E. Diethelm 
Robert C. Dinerstein 
Albert F. Donohue 
Albert D. Earl 
Lym Edward Laston 
Eighty Maiden Lane 
Foundation 
Edward Elukin 
John Walter Erickson 
Martin Fine 
Gerald F. Finley 
Robert B. Fiske, Jr. 
Alan G. Friedman 
E. Roger Frisch 
James T. F m t  
Hugh A. Garnett 
Peter J. Gartland 
Mervyn S. Gerson 
Donald S. Goler 
James Blair Goodbody 
Paul E. Godspeed 
Herman Gordon 
Maurice Greenbaum 
Samuel N, Greenspoon 
Robert R. Grew 
Robert S. Grimshaw 
Hurst Kohler Groves 
Alfred L. Hahe r ,  Jr. 
E. Marshall Hamilton dward Andrew Hansen 
Curtis R. Henderson 
Robert E. Hensel 
Arnold Henson 
Johnson and Higgins 
.Richard James Htggins 
Barry Hirsch 
Richard t. Herrmann 
Robert S. H 
Arne L. HO~S$,"~ 
Edwin Alberts Howe, Jr. 
Robert Alan Howes 
Spencer Claud Hunt 
William Terrel Hutton 
fnternational Telephone 
and Telegraph 
Charles L. Johnston 
Roger W. Kapp 
Richard L. Kay 
Amalya L. Kearse 
William F. Kenney 
Milton R. Kestenbaum 
Richard C. Killin 
Richard ~ a r i i l l  King 
Richard Johqston Klng 
Marc Steven Kirschner 
Joseph T. Klempner 
Homer Kripke 
William Krupman 
James Alan Lapenn 
Errgene H. Lattin 
Peter Heinz Lengernann 
Stanley T. Lesser 
James K. Lindsay 
Charles R. Linton 
Milton B. Loeb 
William R. Luney 
David A. Lynch 
Curtis W. McGraw 
Foundation 
a Michael B. McLearn 
Jama Allan Magee 
William H. Mallender 
Mfgrs. Hanover Trust 
Leah Ruth Marks 
Malcolm E. Martin 
Michael S. Mathews 
fohn P. Mead 
Archie Allen Messenger 
6. Nicholas Miller 
William Morris Moldoff 
Charles Aaron Moran 
Dianne E. Mullane 
Charles Myneder 
Gregor N. NeB 
Michael F. R. Newbold 
ohn M. Niehuss k ldon M. Olson 
Gene E. Overbeck 
Garo A. Parto an 
William C. peLter 
Louis Perlmut ter 
John L. Peschel 
Paul Cheney Pringle 
John C. Provine 
Thomas F. Quinn, Jr. 
Robert 6. Rhoads 
Stark Ritchie 
Burton Rodney 
Gerald F. Rosenblatt 
Irwin Roth 
Carl S. Rowe 
Leonard B. Sandweiss 
William J. Schmnk, Jr. 
Robert G. Shuur  
Arthur A. %all 
Rarph Shapiro 
1 Gertrude R. Shimer 
Sinclair Oil Gorp. Fdn. 
, frving Sliflrin 
' Milton Daniel Solomon 
, George A. Spater 
' William H. Spitalny 
John B. Stamfield 
( Frank 3%. Stone 
Rollyn L. Storey 
Donald F. Stubbs 
David W. Swansom 
honard W. Swett 
Warerr May Swift 
Mr, 8r Mrs. John S. 
Tennan t 
Arbie R. Thalacker 
'W. Bnice Thomas 
Jerome S. 'Fraum 
Regis Valentine 
Mian Paul: Victor 
Robert M. Vorsanger 
W. T. Grant Company 
Jerome K. Walsh, Jr. 
Edward H. Walworth, 
J r. 
Lester E. Waterbuiy 
Walter H. Weiner . 
Stephen A. Weinstein 
Donald M, Wilkinson 
Henry Smith Wingate 
Arthur McKee Wisehart 
George Smith 
"Olkrt* r E. Lisk Wyc off, Jr. 
William A. Young 
James R. Zuclcerrnan 
Orehard Pad 




Hart B. Pierce, Jr, 
C a r l  Riiw 
Bertram H. Lebeis 
Pine Burh 
Frances Eve Eilmes 
Rochaator 
Mr. & Mrs. Donald M. 
Cohn 
William Michael Colby 
Frank Henry Ferris, Jr. 
Frank Henry Ferris, III 
Gerald Brinerd Fincke 
Douglas Ian Hague 
Harold W. Hanlon 
Merwyn M. Kroll 
Bradley W. Schwartz 
Richard B. Secrest 
Thomas A. Solberg 
Norman M. Spindelman 
J .  H. Trust 
Barry -Russell Whitman 
William T. Yorks 
Howard J. Youngman 
Xerox Corporation 
Romulus 
Kenneth A. Ritchie 
Sandy Creek 
Calvin B. Chamberlain 
sayvilla 








Robert E. Wagenfeld 
Sy-re 
Alan S. Burstein 
Donald F. Golella 
Lawrence H- Gingold 
Travis H. Lewin 
G. A. Mathewson 
TaWpwn 










Charles B. Park, I11 
D p r b  




Allan R. Gitter 
NMTH PAKOFA 
Wlwq 
Max ~ b w t  Wkh& . 
BIrmcztk 
George Fatt ~ q i s t e ~  
Fmao J 
Duane Rawart3 Ilvedson 
John D. Kelly 
John Csmld Nilles 
e 
6 ~ 1 0  
Akm 
Hollis P. AlJan 
John S. Ballard 
Hugh M. Colopy 
Dale Owen Cox 
Allan b Dieferrbach 
Raymond J. Elliopt 
David Crape Evans 
R. 'Ralph qelver 
Aden E. Nrestone i. 
Harold J. Hofghuh 
Robert Kenda11 Lewis. 
J r  
C. Blake McDowell 
C. Blake McDowell Jr. 
Andrew Michaels 
Duane Morris 
James S. Pedler, Jr. 
George T. Roderick. 
Tiniothy F. Scanlon 
John L. Wolk 
Ashland 
0. Jose h Murray 
Kenne% Nardstrom 
William b. Van Tilburg 
Arhwbula 
Lorepm T. Carlisle, Jr. 
Fra Mills Gornwell 
B h c L  
William 8. Stdner 
~ ~ W M O  
William 1P. Aigler 
Blanchester ' 
Jack M. Burlcett 
lowling Cinna 
Daniel W. Reddin, 111 
Evelyn Bliss Reddin 
Bridgapor? 
Michael 8. Thomas 
Bryan - 
Russell V. Maxwell . 
Camphll 
K. J. Kavoklis 
Canton 
Sh(~rwood &.e 
Walter H. Allinan 
John F. Buchman, I11 
LeRoy John Cantie, Jr. 
Charles K. Correll 
George H. Deuble 
Poundation 
Samuel Rrugliak 
Thomas Henry Leahy 
Richard G. McCuskey 
John W. Milligan, Jr. 
F. Stuart Wilkins 
Earl E. Wise 
CMna 
Mark V. Klosterman 
William M. Meikle 
Chogrin h B r  
George M. Humphrey, 
I I 
Cineianatl 
Richard W. BlarretS 
Nolan Wendel Carson 
Albert B. Cash 
Lewis L. Glum 
* 
.Dblin ha&$* 
Jamear W. DWr . 




Ha1;brd Jawpes Fjord 
Rzlhert S. 
l o h r r ~ . ~ d .  # '  ' 
Thomas Jwzpla Ca'sdpm 
'Lewis G. Qa& 
Jorhsn AUeh, GehTig 
Qowatd ~di l ld- .  
ALan.EdwoFd Hanu& 
Thorn= D. R ~ D  
Lee B. ILpon, Jr. . 
Jerome H. Kearns 
Wrge  A. Leonard - 
' John F. McCahde, I1 - 
William 
\McClain 
Wl Bmnklin Wller 
Ronal Ray Newbbnb 
Vi@.D. P d s h  
Peck, Shalffer & 
Willi rns 
Burm%qlrnan , - 
Morton Rabkdn 
Jay A~thur Rosexiberg 
ames E. Sckwab 4 . Samuel sc~xilie 
Melvin Sam Shotten 
- Philip S. SanCEh r_ 
CIwolad 
John J. Adms ' 
I William D. Ahonen 
Bill Alma8 
Mrs. Mary W. Almm 
William R. Althans 
lames Bernard Baskey 
Barbara ean Brattin 
Anhur I? Brmh 
Plobert nYZ B"rudEien 
M-ni. . H. Butala, J+ 
Charla. S. Butler 
Paul 121. Campbell 
Zolrnan Cavi tch . 
Cad J. Character 
Ebe H. Coclcley 
Wiliam H. Comer 
E b  G. Crawford 
David G. Davfes 
William . Dlebnsey 
~mia J. &inn 
Richard M. Donddson 
John Charles Dowd 
Lptt H.'Elder 
Michael H. Farrar 
Stanley M.. Fisher 
Albert E. Fmerbaugh 
Sydney S. Fliedraan 
Siydney 1N. Galm 
David Jahn b m e f t  
Garth 'E. GrHith 
Donald W. G~uletkm 
Bahb Hu o HgfdIes 
William 8. H a r m  
EiIenq G, Hamy, Jr. 
Mr. & Mm. EmanuaI 
H& t- 
Frat& Carter Henry 
Rabm J. Hmmr 
Allen: C. H~lmeq 
Jahn Burton Houck 
~ebge M. H l l m p ~  , George M. & Pameh 8. 
Hmphrey Fund 
4 '  
1 ' . . .  
I '  - 
- I 









~ o k t  'B* ~t lsan - -- i r 
warren 'K, 8m~fii@n ' 
L. Be~rnomr larks - 
--.Mr. & Mmbsr Gmqe . ' 
Pew - 
RJchatd W . w e  , 
EiS%,"Lu"a" William ~ i t a - r i a r n ~  % 
mam 
David W, R~wBasoa 
Tho- &hi& 
8liver Edward $e&d 
8 Morris G. $hanker 
~ e r n p ~  
am& M. k i t h  
chard m m  Sneed 
Xensreth F, Snyder 
William F. Snyder 
~ lmay&Vo$s  Racn 
Wiehalas M. $eke 
Jaseph D. 8dE1va-n 
W31ium C. Tadia 
Byron L,'FreZtslq 
Fra@ R U;ibIct JK I 
David H. Vaa J3bI-n 
Smithwarder 
Samuel G. Wellma;n 
J X I C  L, white 
Herbert R. W n g  
Jkmes M. Wl&m 
Calmbar 
kobert' E. Albright - 
H e r b t  R;T$rown 
H ~ V  W. ~~khscrt . , 
o h  C. Elam - b; ommic Federico 
Jma, By Feibel , 
Robbra E. Fultz 
fkzit& ,wane Grant , 
a2m.T). Herbert 
ohn William Haberg 
Geoqp L. Jenkin~ 
Jmes  Pinney Jdnes 
Jexry Dale Jordan 
~ a m m  T a t d  Kennedy 
Victorr S. I!hyprnan 
WiUlhm- M. Lane 
0 3 ~ b  W m q  b d d y  
' WrnamR. Ldgbzm 
E'w& 1. Man%, JfI 
'.Bwl P9mim ' 
arixed & P o h l ~ a p  L I#. 1Ridgley 
Stamley b v T $  &@IS . 
Gemp A. gkfms 
ilpredek L. Bmi* 
M~gs,a~tlT.Smitb . 
Lhrry H. Snyder 
Edw A. 46itrauae ' 
Jam- E. Walter 
m & m  ' 
Har~ld lL Hunt 
8 





 thom ma^ G. &ail 
W I I a h  # Clark 
&aber,t M. Gsnvia 
Tb~rs~m 0.Ibmedy 
A 1 M  L. McCray 
Smd A. MGmy 
Ikubert U. Martin 
maa Thomas AIeef 
Duane Rlpp 
on Mhhaef Sebalf 
dward L. &ank 
Kenneth 0. Shively 
JefSrey B. Shulman 
Howard N. Thiele, Jr. 
Robert J. Wade, Jr. 
Ddanr.  
Victor L. Mansfield 
Arthur L. WalE 
Eau) LSvupool 
Eac H. Cohen 
ulim E. Cla~k 
kyria 
James Christie 
Kenneth C. Hamirter 
Charles Morron Hyman 
ames William McCray . C. William Tat-kenall 
urlld 
Mm. George Knowles 
F airbarn 
Eric Willis Wise 
Flndlmy 
James A. Bope 
Calvin A. B m  
Charles R. Brown 
Marathon Oil 
Foundatian - 
Richard E. Morgan 
Fottoria 
Frank J. Kinn 
FmnglDn 
ustin W. Harding & reenville 
Richard E. Hole 
Lebanon 
ackson C. Hedges 
kl ilton Keiner 
Leipslc 
Robert B. Weaver 
Lima 
I: Thomas Guernsey ee G. Van Bla~gan 
Umben 
Donald A. Lewis 
Loraln 
Dan Kates Cook 
Madison 
David S. Jacobson 
Mansleld 
F. Loyal Bemiller 
Marshall C. Moore 
Mayrviue -. 
Jahn V. Hammersmith 
Helen Y. Lee Merry 
W i n o  
John T. Jeandrevin 
Middlotown 
Edward A. Nrshaw 




Thamas E. Norpell 
Franklin Sou thazd 
Werlin 
Bober t N, Fauver 
Piqua 




Douglas 0. Meyer 
Leslie E. Meyer 
Rocky m@# 
Mr. & Mre. Anrhony E. 
rl5fremoff 
Thomas William Taylor 
St. Cldnville 
W. Thornley Runt 
5% Maw 
Edward S. Noble ' , 
Sandusky 
Richard R. Kruse 
Ja~ncs L. McCrysral 
W e n  Hills 
Ronald Albert Bispo 
Shahr Hei~hhr 
Stanley A. Williams 
Sidney 
William W.. Milligan 
Springlletd 
Mr. & MT% Robert C. 
Acton 
Robert G. Bayley 
Ben J. Golclruan 
Robert Allen Vaughn 
Gearge M. Winwood, I11 
SkubenrilIp 
Michael C. Bellas 
Arthur L. Hooper 
Robert L. Quinn 
William J. Weinman 
Strutherr 
Michael C. Clemente 
Syhrank 
F. E. Wolf 
Titiin 
Paul Eugene Gillmor 
Tdedo 
Richard S. Baker 
Vincent L. Barker, Jr. 
David A. Benner 
E:T&: ,?ria 
Morris J. Britz 
Charles E. Brown 
Arnold F. Bunge, Jr. 
Thomas F. Butler 
John i'. 
Calla han 
sep 1 A. Cannon 
Robert G. Clayton 
Thomas L. Dalrymple 
Robert B. Dixon 
Walter I. Ducket 
Benjamin B. Durfee 
Erwin R. Effier, Jr. 
Edwin Gayle Emerson 
ohn E. English k ichard A. Entenmann 
Raymond Gates Esch 
Doris R. Fenneberg 
Donald A. Finkbeiner 
Austin Miller Frease 
Francis J. Gallagher 
Robert W. Gibson 
Lynn H. Gressley 
Edward Emerson Hiett 
Frank David ~acobs i""" K. acobs 
ulius Jaco Li
amille G. amra 
Justice G. Johnmn, Jr. 
Jerome Frank Kapp 
Robert A. Kelb 
Donald Keune 
Henry $Leonard 
JoeJ Arnold Levine 
Stanley K. Levison I 
William E. bngthorne 
Michael F. McCarthy 
Chorlea A. McKenny 
Mrs. Charles A. 
McKenoy 
Theodore Markwoocl 
Gmrge F. Medill 
John H. Maor 
Harry W. Margan 
John H. Morgan 
James Marshall Morton 
Clarence. W. Neuhaus 
Allen Owen 
Charles W. 
Pcckinpaugh, r. d Richard Henry eters 
oseph H. Pilkington km s. a a m y  
mcph E. Rinderknecht 
ynlan G. Rupp 
Barry Emery Savage 
Philip Meyer Smullin 
James T. Southard 
Duane Stranahan, Jr. 
John Charles Straub 
Robert Nelson Torbct 
Tilomas George 
Washing 
Mr. & Mrs. Thomas A. 
Watkina 
Robert L. Weisenburgcr 
Randolph P. Whitehead 
David Glenn Wise 
Francis Michael 
Wistcrt 
Robert Saunders Miller 
Wapakomta 
ohn J. Connaughton 
barren 
Robert G. Day 




David Lee Gcnger 
Wellrville 
William L. Bush 
Wilmingtan 
Frederick J. Buckley 
Woostar 
John C. Johnston 
Don L. Reynolds 
Wyoming 
Peter F. Levin 
Xenia 
Robert Alan Miller 
William A. Miller 
Youngstmwn 
Stanley M. Eppstein 
William E. Fowler, Jr. 
Arthur N. K. Friedman 
Charles P. Henderson 
Ftederic A. Kannensohn 
Jacob Levy 
Robert A. Manchester 
William S. Meloy 
James M. Modarelli 
Myron J. Nadler 
Albert J. Ortenzio 
c l l i a m  E. Phu, Jr. 
ohn Weed Powers 
amen H. Pritchard 
Lawrence R. Springer 




Raymond Joseph LeVan 




Joseph E. Barth 
Allen David Evans 
C. Richard Ford 
Benjamin A. GOB 
~ l h n a t i r ~  
Fred James McDonald 
T u b  
William C. Anderson 
Charles C. Killin 
Frederick D. Leonard 
Jmcph W. Morris 
Anthony F. Ringold 
Fenelon Roesche 
I)i&son M. Saunders 
R. Kendall Sherrill 
Richard H. Wills, Jr. 
Wwoka 
C.. 0. Wallacit 
OREGON 
Albany kason L. Frost 




Allen G. Fletcher 
Paul W. Jones 
William H. Kinsey 
Ja111es S. Leigh 
Benjamin Lombard, Jr. 
Forrest W. Sinimons 
Calvin N. Souther 
John B. Souther - 
PENNSY LVAN lA 
Altoona 
Paul J. Smith 
Bangor 
William C. Cassebaurn 
b m y n  
Franklin Butler 
Both lahem 
Frank R. Barnalco 
Meredith Hemphill. Jr. 
Kenneth Leon Houck 
Daniel C. Mills 
Richard L. Musgrave 
Clarion 
Jack R. Zerby 
c o w  
Walter S. Peakr 
Erie 
Charles Arthur Blass 
John G. Gent 
Philip G. Gillespie 
William H. Higgins 
Stephen E. Jones 
Robert Gordon 
Kennedy 
William W. Knox 
Richard Alan Levick 
Daniel L. R. Miller 
John Albert Spaeder 
Robert N. Spaeder 
John J. Stroh, Jr. 
Fairless Hills 
James H. Rich, Jr. 
Bettysburg 
Donald M. Swope 
Oreensburg 
Rabe F. Marsh 
John William Pollins 
Harrisburg 
Paul E. Clouser 
Joseph P. Hafer 
Leon D. Metzger 
James B. Pannebakcr 
Carroll F. Purdy, Jr. 
Charles E. Thomas 
Charles E, Thomas, Jr. 
H~lvafwil 
Francis R. Grebe 
Havort~wn 
Charles S. Bishop 
Henh.y 
Burton B. Hendridts 
JohrMwn 
Robert L. Blough 
Mrs. Harry Doerr 
Robert Sebastian Glass 
Samuel I. Kaminsky 
j. Phillips Sa lor 
Maurice shahen  
Wayne G. Wolfe 
Lancastor 
ohn Paul Kedne r  






David Nathan B m k  
Lawrence A. Brown 
Anthony Joseph Scirica 
M. Paul Smith 
Philadelphia 
Hope Knight Blucher 
Alan Garrick Ghoate 
Lcwis 6. Dutton, Jr. 
Carl Eric Esser 
John Michael Gardner 
Ephrairn R. Gomberg 
Cecil H. Haas 
Lester S. Hecht 
Robert W. Hess 
Dudley Hughes 
Alan Rwve Hunt 
Jcrome Kaplan 
Lewis G. Kearns 
John W. Kormes 
Warren M. Laddon 
William H. Lowcry 
Richard Marlink 
Elmer N. Nittinger 
John Wesley Oler 
Benjamin M. Quigg, Jr. 
Florence R. Rouse 
Glcnwood W. Rouse 
Edward R. Santlcll 
Mark H. Scoblionko 
Lce H. Snyder 
William Y. Webb 
Pittsburgh 
Joseph M. Abelc 
jack G. Armstrong 
Claude Worthington 
Benedum Fdn. 
Henry T. lergstrom 
Ronald k. Burkhard 
Ben Paul Brasley 
Edmund M. Carney 
Charles Cantor Cohen 
Everett K. Dilworth 
Thomas J Donne11 y 
Robcrt Morton Dubbs 
Malcolm M. Farnsworth 
Albert E. Germain 
Egon M. Gross 
Charles C. Hewitt 
Frcd C. Houston 
Frcd C. Houston, Jr. 
Williani McC. Houston 
Martcn R. Jenkins 
Paul R. Jenkins 
Dominic Benson Ktng 
John H. Kunkle, Jr. 
Douglas Don Larnbarth 
Thoillas A. Lawroff 
Alan 2. Lefkowitr 
Charles Robert McCalt 
f hn C. McGinnis 
ohn A. Matta 
enneth A. Miner 
Rea Provost Miller,. Jr. 
W. M. Otto 
I'ictor A. Peckhm 
~ntributing alumnus would 
to the Fund, we might ob 
write a letter or 
tain contributions 
forget. Since the enclosed 
target to shoot at. 
list contains only 




During the 1968 Law School Fund year, gifts were received by 
the Law School Fund in memory of the following alumni: 
1861 1908 191 7 193 1 
Isaac Marston Clycle A. DeJYitt Forest E. hIcKee William M. Emery 
1874 191 1 
Lester Moll Carl Gussin 
Clarence iM. Burton Raynlond K. Dykema 1918 1932 
1880 T o  all deceased William G. Phelps 
Frank H.  Shaffer 1912 members 1933 
1892 Beverly B. Vedcler 1922 Charles D. Peet 
Arthur IYebster T o  all deceased Charles J. Smith 1934 
members 
1896 T o  all deceased Frank E. Cooper 
Harry Doerr 191 3 members 1937 
Charles McCaughan Joseph Seltzer 1923 .Alfred B. Koch, Jr. 
1899 Burke Shartel Laylin K. James Samuel L. Travis 
Eugene C. Mrorden 1926 1947 1914 
1900 T o  all deceased Arthur &I. Smith Carl B. Fischer 
Maurice IYeigle members 1927 1952 
1904 Philip O'Hanlon Hugh G. Allerton, Jr. 
Emory J. Hyde 191 5 Aaron M'eiswasser 1953 
Frederick L. Leckie Charles TAT. Gore 1928 Thomas P. Massnick 
T o  all deceased Samuel Shapero Albert E. Blashfield 1954 
members 1916 Benjamin Jaffe IITilliam S. Frank 
1907 Hugh G. Allerton, Sr. 1929 1959 
Ralph 14'. Aigler TI'ilbur hI. Brucker James .\. Sprowl David Mrhitney Johnson 
T o  all deceased T o  all deceased T o  all deceased 1961 
members members members J. Scott Dole 
From alumni and friends in memory of these non-alumni: 
Mrs. Hugh G. Esther Grossman Max Mitchell Mrs. Burke Shartel 
Allerton, Sr. Rose Helper lI7olfe Morris Alarion Lehr Simpson 
Henry M. Bates Oscar Lawler Katherine C. hfurray Harry Steinberg 
Harry Z. Brown Helen Leibson Frank N. Newman Arthur J.  Thorner,  Jr. 
Pearl Delidow David Levy Lawrence H. Ouimet Eleanor S. MTalker 
Mrs. Edgar Durfee John A. McCarthy All-s. Hal-old Roland Mrs. Eugene C. Worden 
Meyer Frank J.  E. ;\4cNicholas Abraham Schemansky Profewol- Hessel Yntema 





Class Agent in 1968 
Number in 
Class 
Average Per Cent Total Amount 
Gift of class received in 
in 1968 Contributing 1968 
George E. Bushnell, Jr .  
Burton L. Anscll 
Clifford A. Dean 
Leonard Kravets 
Ira A. Brown, Jr. 
Arne Hovdesven 
Donald J. DeYoung 
David L. Nixon 
Edward M. Heppenstall 
Kent E. Whittaker 
William S. Farr 
Capt. L. MTm. Schmidt, Jr. 
John Galanis 
Thomas Palmer 
Joseph C. McMahon 
Kevin Beattie 
Christopher Cohen 
Allen D. Field 
Total non-alumni donors 
-- 
TOTAL DONORS 3,537 
157,900.15 
Contributions (non-alumni) 75,439.16 
--- 
TOTAL DOLLARS 233,339.31 
TOPS AMONG CLASSES 





Front r ow  left to  right. Joseph R. Julin David R. Macdonald, Clan Crawford, Jr., John S. Tennant, Benjomin M. Quigg, Jr. Thomas E. Sunderland, Malcolm 
1. Denise 'Samuel ~ rug l i ak .  Middle row' left to right: John D Luyendyk Joseph C Hooper, John R. Mann, John H. ~ i c k e r i n ~ ,  Jerome F. Prewoznik Roy F. 
Proffitt dichard S Baker Paul Obsrst james B Bradley ~ a l i e r  B. ~reihbfer Rear 'row left to r i gh t  F Chalrners Houston Jr Robert I. Donnellan,' Thomas 
V. ~ o i k k a ,  ~ o b e i t  R. DAY, Frank 0. 'stone, Hdward ~ r b w f o r d ,  Frederick G.' Buesser, jr., Kenneth ~ o & d ,  Thomas 1. ~ur;so",' Neil l Hollenshead. 
CORPORATE MATCHING GIFT PROGRAM C 
Do you work for a company that has a matching gift from your employer, fill it out ant1 sent1 i t  to 11s 
program? If you clo, your gift to the L;t.cv School Fund wit11 your donation to the Law School Fund. I t  will 
can be matcherl tlollal- for tlollar I,? ).orlr company. be processetl here, returned to your company, nncl your 
A11 you need to do  is obtain a ~na t c l~ ing  gift form gift will become cloubly valuable. 
MATCHING GIFTS 
Aetna Life Hercules, Incorporated 
American Sugar Company International Business Machines 
Arthur Andersen & Co. International Telephone and Telegraph 
Bankers Life Company Johnson and Higgins 
Chase Manhattan Bank Foundation Johnson and Johnson 
Chrysler Corporation Manufacturers Hanover Trust Company Foundation 
Clark Equipment Company Marathon Oil Foundation 
Columbia Gas System Service Corporation New England Mutual Life Insurance Company 
Consumers Power Company Sinclair Oil Corporation Foundation 
Copper Range Foundation Standard Oil (Indiana) Foundation 
Dow Badische Company Tenneco Incorporated 
Dow Chemical Company Travelers Insurance Company 
Dow Corning Company Vulcan Materials Company 
Eighty Maiden Lane Foundation Westinghouse Air Brake Foundation 
Ford Motor Company Whirlpool Corporation 
Gates Foundation W. T. Grant Company 
General Electric Xerox Corporation 
Joseph C. Hooper Thomas V. Koykka and Beniamin M. Quigg, Jr. 
[g Amount Contributed by Alumni Number of Alumni Contributions 
Amount Contributed by Non-Alumni Number of Non-Alumni Contributions 
Percentage Figures Indicate Increase in Dollars From T h e  I'revious Year 
, +Due to change in accounting systems, the principal columns il1ustratc.d under 1967 represent thirteen months of receipts.. 
To provide a more accurate comparison with the previous 12-month receipt years, the dotted lines adjacent to the 1967 
columns show the collections during the twelve months of 1967: S210,77-1.55, 3.358 gilts, 22.6y0 increase. 
Richard 5. Baker and Robert I. Donnellan Joseph R. Julin and Frank B. Stone 
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LAW ALUMNI MEMBERS OF THE 
PRESIDENTS CLUB 
Joseph A. Amter 
Paul J. Anderson 
Alphonse H. Aymond 
Willard J. Banyon 
James M. Barrett, Jr. 
Robert H. Bellairs 
Daniel B. Beresford 
Henry A. Bergstrom 
Roscoe 0. Bonisteel 
Stewart R. Boyer 
Alexander M. Bracken 
Ben Paul Brasley 
A. Edward Brown 
Roy E. Brownell 
Frederick G. Buesser, Jr. 
Willis C. Bullard 
H. Thomas Cavanaugh 
Jonas Robert Cohler 
Avern L. Cohn 
Irwin lsadore Cohn 
Frederick Colombo 
Louis J. Colombo, Jr. 
Glenn M. Coulter 
Richard E. Cross 
William 6. Cudlip 
Gilbert A. Currie 
Malcolm L. Denise 
John S. Dobson 
Albert F. Donohue 
George S. Downey 
Louis M. Dyll, II 
Emmett E. Eagan 
Edgar N. Eisenhower 
Margaret Henckel Emery 
Carl S. Forsythe 
Norman Freehling 
Harry G. Gault 
Charles H. Gershenson 
William 6. Giles 
Sanders A. Goodstein 
H. James Gram 
William A. Groening, Jr. 
George Haggarty 
Clayton G. Hale 
Robert D. Handley 
Allen C. Holmes 
Jason L. Honigman 
Joseph C. Hooper 
George M. Humphrey 
Isaac D. Hunt 
Elroy 0. Jones 
Siegel W. Judd 
John W. Kelly 
Robert M. Kerr 
Charles C. Killin 
Reino Koivunen 
Stanley K. Levison 
Thomas G. Long 
John M. Longway 
Edward P. Madigan 
Oscar A. Markus 
Christian F. Matthews 
Robert A. May 
Neil S. McCarthy 
Rollin Lee McNitt 
Frank G. Millard 
Harry M. Nayer 
Robert E. Nederlander 
John Paul O'Hara 
Frank J. Ortman 
L. Beaumont Parks 
Joseph H. Parsons 
Clarence Knox Patterson 
Walter E. Pear 
David C. Pence 
Roy F. ProfTitt 
John E. Riecker 
Richard J. Riordan 
F. Roland Sargent 
Maurice W. Seitz 
Floyd A. Sergeant 
Robert Perry Shorts 
Jack H. Shuler 
Lester S. Smith 
Robert Richard Snodgrass 
Carl A. Sorling 
Calvin A. Souther 
Craig Spangenberg 
Charles R. Sprowl 
Charles A. Steele 
Duane Stranahan, Jr. 
Thomas E. Sunderland 
John S. Tennant 
John D. Todd 
Carl F. Truitt 
Wayne Van Osdol 
Harold S. Voegelin 
Robert E. Walsh 
G. Mennen Williams 
Myron Winegarden 
Henry Smith Wingate 
John M. Winters, Jr. 
Francis M. Wistert 
Frederick William Ziv 
Neill Hallenshead and Robert R. Day 
Contznzled from Ynge 2 
class wlth the largest percentage of participants is one 
of the more recent ones, but it's wort11 pointing out 
that the Class of 1959 won this race by moving from 
fairly well back in the pack with 38% a year ago to 
L 
a very healthy 467, this year. Thanks, Ned Heppen- 
stall. T w o  not-so-recen t classes- 1934 and 1943-each 
had 427, active participants to tie for fourth and 
filth in this important classification. 
After a one-year relapse, Alaska came back with a 
100yo performance again this year. A year ago we 
left you in suspense (we're sure) with the question 
whether New Hampshire would add one more gift this 
year, and join Alaska as a 1007, state. It didn't. But 
there is another strong challenger. South Carolina 
missed by only one, and Phil 14rittenberg says it's a 
cinch (he hopes) in 1969. 
On a regional basis, the Fund also appears healthy. 
,. Although comparisons are difficult because of large 
differences in size, total population and density, it is 
a pleasure to report that contributions increased in 
ten of the fourteen regions. A few areas (sometimes 
a single city or county, sometimes an entire region) 
that had impressive gains over the previous year are: 
Delaware (John Stull) and Alabnmn (John hiorrow), 
8 each state more than doubled the number of donors, 
and nearly doubled the total contributions; New York 
City (Mervyn Gerson), Region T' (Indiana, Mentor 
Kraus), and Nebrclska (Howard Moldenhauer), with 
substantially the same number of gifts as in 1967, 
increased the total contributions 25.6y0, 32y0 and 
27y0 respectively; and fifinnesotn (Joseph B. Johnson) 
and Denver, Colorndo (David Ebel) where spectacular 
gains were made both in the number of gifts nnd the 
total con tri bu tions-Minnesota, plus 25q0 donors, and 
plus 2057, dollars; Denver, plus 327, donors, and plus 
310Y0 dollars. Kent Vana let1 a resurgence in Kent' 
County, Michigan (Grand Rapids) not only back to. but 
beyond the previous marks in the County with a jump 
of 397, more donors and 53.5'5 more clollars than a 
year ago. Two  other areas that jumped significantly 
because of one or two new large gifts were Region IV 
(Ohio, Richard Baker), and San Diego, California 
(Richarcl Singer and Peter Eppinga). 
We do  not intend to suggest that improvement such 
as we have described is automatic ant1 easy-rather 
the opposite. Mre do intend to suggest that where there 
is the will (and a little imagination) there is a way. 
Won't you help prove this as 1969 moves into high 
gear? 
$55 Million Program 
A substantial number of law alumni made payments 
during 1968 on pledges made to the University during 
the 555 h.iillion capital gifts campaign. In  previous 
years we have carried the names of those alumni who 
had designated their gifts through the S55 hiillion 
Program for sorne Law School purpose in a separate 
list in this report. This  year we have only a single list, 
and all donors, either through the Fund or through 
S55 Million for some Law School purpose, are named 
there. This  is as it should be, since gifts through either 
source are prompted by similar motives. However, 
since this report is historically a report of the success, 
health and welfare of the Law School Fund for the past 
campaign, the dollars received through the $55 Million 
gifts have not been added to the totals shown here. 
Non-Alumni Gifts 
I n  1968 the Fund received gifts totaling S75,439.16 
from 205 non-alumni. Many are sent as memorial gifts 
(see details in another part of the report), and a sub- 
stantial number are from companies with "matching 
gift" programs. A few other very substantial gifts come 
through charitable foundations and trusts where our 
alumni have a role in advising the directors or trustees, 
and from time to time we receive a gift from an 
alumnus' individual client who wishes to make a 
charitable contribution, and on advice of the al~imnus, 
considers the Law School Fund a worthy recipient. 
Perhaps you, too, represent a foundation, a trust or 
other client that would appreciate knowing m o r e 
about the Law School Fund. 
Pictures 
W e  thought you would appreciate seeing some of 
your hard-working National Commit tee. Pictures of 
some, but unfortunately not all, are scattered through- 
out the report. 
F. Chalmers Houston, Jr. and Jerome F. Prewoznik Thomas E. Sunderland, Frederick G. Buesser, Jr., and Howard Crawford 
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